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FVRWORD

The use of immuofluorescence, or fluorescent antibodies, vs initiated by Dr.
Albert H. Coons and his co-vorkers in 1942. Dr. Coons has modestly stated that making
antibodies fluorescent was "simply another variation of their use as reagents for the
identification of specific antigen. . . ." However, this "variation" has proved to be
one of inmense significance to modern imimmology. Its importance lies in the wedding
of the two broad areas of investigation, morphology and immunolog, thus allowing the
detection of immunologic reactions at the cellular level.

The expanding volume of literature covering uses of immmofluorescence bears wit-
ness to the value of the technique. Through 1954 only about 4O articles had been pub-
lished. In the next two years 58 articles were published. In 1957 and 1958 there were
83 and 96, respectively. By 1961 this figure had risen to more than 260 in that one
year alone. Apparently more than 400 articles per year can be expected for 1964 and
1965.

It ve"ild be virtually impossible to cite every article that refers to the use of
inmmofluorescence, but an attempt has been made in this six-volume annotated bibliog-
raphy. Fifteen languages are represented, and more than 150 journals have been searched.
Six abstracting journals have been included in the search. Translations were provided
by several co-workers, government translating services, and the compiler. The earliest
entry is dated 1905; significant publications through 1962 are included. Subsequent en-
tries are being coiled and will be incorporated into revisions of this bibliography.
The additions will, no doubt, increase considerably the bulk of these volumes.

The bibliography is intended to aid investigators in following the expanding mass
of literature on the technique and to improve their skill in its use. The entire pub-
lication, Miscellaneous Publication 3, carries the title: "Immnofluorescence,i an An-
notated Bibliography." The subtitles for the six volumes are: Volume I, "Bacterial
Studies"; Volume II, "Viral Studies"; Volume III, "Studies of Fungi, Metazoa, Protozoa,
and Rickettsiae"; Volume IV, "Studies of Animal Physiology"; Volume V, "Diagnostic Ap-
plications and Review Articles"; and Volume VI, "Technical Procedures." Each of the
volumes is subdivided into subject categories that should, hopefully, aid the reader in
finding pertinent infomtion in his field of interest without his sperding undue time
in scanning superfluous citations. Articles within subject categories are arranged al-
phabetically by senior author.

Accession numbers in each volume were assigned to articles by tens to allow roon
for expansion in subsequent editions. Accession numbers within each volume are consec-
utive throughout that volume, so the volume number must accomany the accession number
to identify an entry unmistakably. Entries applicable to more than one subject category
appear more than once, and these will have an accession number for each placement in the
volumes.

A complete author index is included in each volume; the authors name is listed
with the accession numbers of the entries with which he is associated. The asterisk
designates those for which he is senior author.



The second parts of Volumes V and VI contain only references to articles printed
in the other four volumes. As in the other volumes, the references are placed in subject
categories, and are arranged alphabetically by senior author within categories. The
authors, the year of publication, and the volume and accession number are shown to in-
dicate where the complete entry can be found.

For brevity, certain abbreviations in commn usage in this field have been used
rather than the more ponderous longer form. For unmistakable identification, they are
listed below.

DANS a. 1-dimethylaminonaphthalene-5-sulfonic acid
b. 5-dimethylamino-l-naphthalene sulfonic acid or its sulfcnyl

chloride form.
FIC fluorescein isocyanate
FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate
FTA fluorescent treponeml antibody
FTA-200 a modification of the above based on serum dilution.
PAP primary atypical pneumonia
PAS para-aminosalicylic acid
PBS phosphate-buffered saline
RB 200 a. lissamine rhodamine RB 200

b. lissamine rhodamine B 200
c. lissamine rhodamine B
d. sulphorhodamine B
e. acid rhodamine B

TPFA Treponems p dum fluorescent antibody
TPI Treponea 1 immobilization

Generally, the citations follow the forxt prescribed by the second edition of
"Style Manual for Biological Journals," American Institute of Biological Sciences, 2000
P Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. Abbreviations follow "American Standard for
Periodical Title Abbreviations, Z39.5-1963, American Standards Association Incorpo-
rated, New York.

The compiler started collecting this information in 1959 while he was stationed at
the U.S. Army Biological Laboratories, Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland. Since his
transfer to the Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Maryland, in 1963, he has
continued this work with the encouragement and support of both installations.

The information in these volumes was originally recorded on coded Keysort cards.
With the compilation of this publication, the citations and annotations have been tran-
scribed on punched tape for convexsion to automatic data processing and for use in up-
dating later editions. Each entry is coded for recall by authors, date, title, and
source publication to allow compilation of more selective listings.

Readers are invited to report errors or suggest added entries to the compiler or to
Editorial Brench, Technical Information Division, U.S. Armr Biological Laboratories,
Frederick, Maryland, 21701, for improvement of the subsequent editions.
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ABSTRACT

This volume is one of a series of six annotated bibliographies on various aspects
of i-inofluorescence and its use. Citations cover the period 1905 through 1962.
Volume VI is divided into two mejor sections. The first section contains 169 annotated
citations to general procedures in the use of imm fluorescence, arranged by subject
areas. The second section contains 226 cross-references to citations in the other
volumes that describe specific applications of this technique; these are arranged to
correspond with the subject areas of the other volumes. A colete author index for
these 425 citations is included.
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I. ,EN L FROCEDURES

A. ANTISEFJM PRODUCTION

10

Mueller, A.P.; Wolfe, H.R. 1961. Precipitin production folloaing massive injection of
BSA in adult chickens. Intern. Arch. Allergy 19:321-330.

Adult Arbor Acre W-ite Rock chickens, 45 and 69 weeks of age, were given 1.61 gm 3SA-FBW
or rou#h y 65 times the inunizing dose usually a4ministered in this labc-atory, 40 mg.
Nine of the chickens given this do3e failed to produce precipitins folloavirg the elimina-
tion of antigen. Subsequent injection of 40 mg BSA-KW at 59, 84, 96, 103, and 123 weeks
of age showed eight of these birds to be unresponsive to BSA. Fsilure to produce precip-
itins after the challenging injection was accompanied by a lengthened antigen clearance
period. Antigen was found in the circulatiaa of the unresponsive chickens as late as 29
days following the injection. The induced unresponsiveness to BSA was specific. Injec-
tion of HGG demonstrated that chickens nresponsive to BSA produced anti-HGG in amounts
cnparable to control animals.

20

Pernis, B.; Paronetto, F. 1962. Adjuvant effect of silica as tridymite on antibody
productia. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 110:390-392.

Crystalline silica particles 1 to 3 microns in diameter were injected intravenously into
rabbits and rats. At various intervals from 0 to 90 days the animals were im-nized with
ovalbumin or horse serum. Antibody production was greatly enhanced in silica-treated an-
imals. The antibody titer was higher when the interval between silica and antigen injec-
tion was longer. May more antibody-containing cells were observed in silica-treated an-
imJ . It is suggested that the adjuvant effect of silica is related to the proliferation
of immunologically competent cells in the RES. This might play a role In the pathogenesis
of silicosis.

30

Proom, H. 1942. The preparation of precipitating sera for the identification of animal
species. J. Pathol. Bacteriol. 55:419-426.

Specific precipitating sera of high potency have been regularly prepared in rabbits by
intramuscilar injection of alum-precipitated antigen; in a group of 165 rabbits 84 per
cent responded satisfactorily to one or two injections. This method has the advantage
of reducing the number of injections to a miniium and so favors the production of specific
sera. Attempts to prepare specific sera against heated proteins, which would be suitable
for detecting the nature of cooked meats, were unsuccessful. It was possible to identify
the nature of lightly cooked meats using precipitating sera prepared with unheated mterial,
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B. CC*JUGATE PREPARATION

40

Bien, T.K. 1962. A rapid method of labeling proteins with fluorescein isothiocyanate
using dry Sephadex G-25. Rev. Franc. Etude Clin. Biol. 7:638-639. In French.

The use of Sephadex G-25 in dry powder form saves much time and work. Removal of excess
dye by colum chromtography and further concentratic of the eluate are avoided.

50

Bronfenbrenner, J. 1930. A useful modification in the preparation of therapeutic sera.
Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 27:734-735.

The alteration of therapeutic sera to deprive them of their species specificity is dis-
cussed in relation to the problem of the use of such sera, particularly horse sera, in
repeated treatment of individuals. Azotization, acetylation, halogenation, or coupling
with carbohydrates or lipoids are methods successfully used to destroy species specific-
ity and impart new specificities to the sera. By selecting chemical procedures of a
milder nature, therapeutic value of such sera was maintained, but anaphylactic-producing
properties were destroyed.

60

Bronfenbrenner, J.; Hetler, D.M.; Eagle, 1.0. 1931. Modification of therapeutic sera
with a view of avoiding complications of allergic nature. Science 73:455-457.

Methods to minimize allergic reaction to sera in patients are presented. By coupling
immme sera with diazonium salts of para-toluidin, para-anisidine, atoxyl, sulphanilic
acid, anthranilic acid, naphthionic acid, and amino R salt, a much safer inmmization
program was established.

70

Chase, M.W.; Slizys, I.S.; Dukes, C.D. 1959. Studies of fluorescent antibody in a
particular form of immuologic sandwich. Bacteriol. Proc. Mio4:89.

To visualize the sites of retention of chemical groupings of allergenic chemicals in ani-
mal tissues, in vitro studies have been made on picryl groupings attached to erythrocyte
stromata, picryl-specific rabbit antibody, and fluorescent antirabbit-globulin sheep an-
tibody. Labeled antisera were tested by double diffusion precipitation to detect antibody
activity loss and for ability to complete the innmologic sandwich. Coupling globulins
in the cold at pH 10.5 for short periods with 3 to 6 mg of fluorescein derivatives per

,gram of protein, and precipitating the product by pH and salt variations, was found su-
perior to the conditions usually employed to yield minimal antibody loss and maximal flu-
orescence. The relative efficiency of coupled antibody preparations was tested by using
standard amounts of picrylated guinea pig stromata coated with rabbit antipicryl antibody,
reading the washed reaction products macroscopically for brightness under a tubulary UV
emitter, and confirming by fluorescence microscopy. Specific inhibition of the first
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antibody coupling was demonstrated with picryl glycine and of the second antibody coupling
with ncrmal rabbit globulin. Relationships were demonstrable between the amounts of the
two antibodies required to complete the sandwich.

80

Cohn, E.J.; Gurd, F.R.N.; Surgenor, D.M.; Barnes, B.A.; Brown, R.K.; Derousux, G.;
Gillespie, J.M.; Kahnt, F.W.; Lever, W.F.; Liu, C.H.; Mittelman, D.; Mouton, R.F.;
Schmid, K.; Uroma, E. 1950. A system for the separation of the ccznponents of human
blood: Quantitative procedures for the separation of the protein coonents of human
plasm. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 72:465-474.

The fractionation of plasma into its various components through the use of relative sl-
ubilities in inorganic salt solutions, organic solvents, and various combinations thereof
is described in detail. A protein-protein and protein-metal interaction system for sep-
aration and analysis of plasm or other tissue cconents is proposed. Apparently, very
precise separation of components with a minim- of denaturation is possible. Solubilities
and other characteristics of plasm proteins ere discussed in detail.

90

Coons, A.H.; Kaplan, MdH. 1950. Localization of antigen in tissue cells: II. Improve-
ments in a method for the detection of antigen by means of fluorescent antibody. J. Exp.
Med. 91:1-13.

Improvements in a method for the specific microscopic localization of antigen in tissue
cells are described. This method employs antibody labeled with fluorescein isocyanate as
a histochozical stain, the specific antigen-antibody precipitate being made visible under
the fluorescence microscope. Two isomeric series derived from nitrofluorescein are de-
scribed.

100

Creech, H.J.; Jones, R.N. 1940. The conjugation of horse serum albumin with 1,2-ben-
zanthryl isocyanates. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 62:1970-1975.

Conjugated proteins containing the 1,2-benzanthryl radical as the prosthetic group have
been prepared in a condition suitable for studies of their possible carcinogenic and
serological properties. Coupling was effected by interaction of the protein with the
hydrocarbon isocyanate in an aqueous dioxane medium. By ultraviolet spectrophotometry,
it has been possible to establish the fact that true conjugation has occurred and to de-
termine the degree of conjugation. Purified samples of 1,2-benzanthryl-10-carbamido horse
serum albumin contain approximately 12 hydrocarbon residues per molecule; the best samples
of 1,2-benzanthryl-3-carbamido horse serum albumin contain 18 hydrocarbon prosthetic
groups per molecule.
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1O

Creech, H.J.; Jones, R.N. 1941. The conjugation of horse serum albumin with isocyanates
of certain polynuclear arcentic hydrocarbons. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 63:1661-1669.

A number of conjugated proteins having various polynuclear aromtic hydrocarbons as pros-
thetic groups have been prepared for studies of their possible imanological and carcino-
genic properties. Coupling was effected in an aqueous diaxane medium, the conjugates were
purified by amnnium sulfate and acetone precipitations, and the degree of coupling was
determined by ultraviolet spectrophctc ntry. Marked differences in the extent of conju-
gation with protein were observed with the various isocyanates under a given set of ex-
perimental conditions: those that were more soluble in dicamne underwent reaction with
the serum albumin to the extent of introducing about 16 groups per molecule of pretein,
the less soluble formed conjugates containing nine to four groups per molecule. By in-
creasing the dioxane concentration of the reaction medium, 30 and 19 hydrocarbon groups
per molecule were, obtained. Fractionation experiments indicated that the major portion
of the conjugate contains close to the average number of prosthetic groups.

120

Creech, H.J.; Jones, R.N. 1941. Conjugates synthesized from various proteins and the
isocyanates of certain arceatic polynuclear hydrocarbcns. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 63:1670-
1673.

Conjugates prepared by the interaction of isocyanates of 1,2-benzanthracene and 3,4-benz-
pyrene with bovine serum albumin were found to possess the same hydrocarbon content as
horse serum albumin conjugates prepared under identical conditions. Cnly a small number
of hydrocarbon groups could be introduced into egg albumin and bovine and horse serum
pseudoglobulins without causing mrked denaturation of the protein component. Beta-an-
thryl isocyanate was coupled with an antipneumococcus serum to give a new type of labeled
antibody. No significant degree of coupling was observed with zein.

130

Deutsch, H.F. 1952. Separation of antibody-active proteins from various animal sera byethanol fractionation techniques, p. 284-300. In A.C. Corcoran, ed. Methods in medical
research, Vol. 5. Year Book Medical Publishers,- Inc., Chicago.

This chapter deals with the principles and methodology for the precipitation of globulin

fractions from sera with ethanol. Detailed instructions are given for the general tech-
nique, and the peculiarities of various animal sera are pointed out.

14o

Dubert, J.M.; Slizewicz, P.; Rebeyrotte, P. Mwcheboeuf, M. 1953. New methods of
separating proteins of serum with methanol. Ann. Inst. Pasteur 84:370-375.

By the successive action of a 30 per cent concentration of methanol and of a controlled
acidification, working at a temperature below 0 C, the method that we propose permits
obtaining separately, from 1, or 2 ml of rabbit or horse serum, first the gaum globulins
contaminated only by a little beta-2-globulin; second, the gais globulins; and third,
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the albumins containing no more than u trace of globulins. The entire operation requires
less than 3 hours. Paper electrophoresis has guided us constantly in the work, and per-
mits 3imple control of the results of all the fractions obtained. Results parallel those
obtained by classic electrophoresis.

150

Eagle, H.; Smith, D.E.; Vickers, P. 1936. The effect of combination with diazo com-
pounds on the imnological reactivity of antibodies. J. Exp. med. 63:617-&3.

It was possible to conjugate five diazo compounds to antisera, but continued coupling
eventually destroyed the reactivity of the antisera. This inactivation occurred in stages
as more diazo molecules were added. It was possible to prepare partially active antisera
by nalting the conjugation reaction. The various activities successively lost in various
antigen-antibody systems are described. The groups in the protein that probably partici-
pate in this conjugation probably include the aliphatic amines, the imidazole ring of
histidine, the indole group of tryptophane, the NH of proline, and the phenyl group of
tyrosine.

16o

Fieser, L.F.; Creech, H.J. 1939. The conjugation of amino acids with isocyaw.tes of the
anthracene and 1,2-benzanthracene series. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 6i:3502-3506.

Beta-anthryl-, 1, 2-benzanthryl-3-, and 1,2-benzanthryl-10-isocyanate have been prepared
and characterized by conversion to various carbamates and substituted ureas. The isocy-
anates were coupled with glycine and with aminocaproic acid to give alkali-soluble sub-
stances, some of which are being tested for carcinogenic activity. The method of conju-
gation in aqueous dicxsne was found suitable for appl (ctin to proteins.

170

Frouihagen, L.H.; Spendlove, R.S. 1962. The staining properties of human serum proteins
conjugated with purified fluorescein isothiocyanate. J. I-mol. 89:124-131.

Electrophoretic analysis has shown that six preparations of fluorescein isothiocyanate,
FITC, from one source contain degradation products that exhibit essentially similar- flu-
orescence properties and a similar capacity to a couple with serum protein, but that con-
fer upon conjugate the propensity for nonspecific staining. It is recmmded that only
undegraded FITC, e.g. BBL, which manifests superior specificity and higher fluorescence
intensity, be used for conjugation for specific inzn~e gam globulins, and that the pH
.of the conjugation system not exceed 8.8. Purified FITc is now commercially available or
may be easily obtained by continuous-flow electrophoresis. It is emphasized, however,
that the degradation products of FITC constitute only one of a mber of factors contrib-
uting to nonspecific fluorescent staining. Two other such factors, relating to the over-
labeling of the germ globulin and to the serum proteins, are discussed.
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Goldwaser, R.A.; Shepard, C.C. 1958. Staining of CoMle t and Modifications of flu-
orescent antibody procedures. J. Immol. 80:122-131.

A modification is described for the. procedure for conjugating antisera with fluorescein,
involving use of fluorescein isocyanate-impresnated filter disks. Labelig is carried
out without use of organic solvents. Quality of the conjugate is determined by spectro-
photometric determination of.the fluorescein and protein contents. A ratio of fluoxes-
cein to protein of 3.8 x 10 "- to 5.5 x i0 3 indicates satisfactory conjugation, but lower
ratios give less satisfactory staining. In a variation of the Indirect staining procedure,
guinea pig colement can be used in the staining of several antigens in coination with
various antisera. Only one conjugate is needed to visualize CF antigens. The role of the
various components of complement in the staining reaction was investigated and no evidence
was found for the fixation of cospnent 3. Compne %ts 1, 2, and 4 all had to be present
sizmiltaneously for full staining to occur.

190

Gornall, A.G.; Bardawill, C.J.; David, M.M. 1949. Determination of serum proteins by
means of the biuret reaction. J. Biol. Chem. 177:751-776.

Techniques are described for performing the bluret reaction. These are simple, precise,
and require a mini-m amount of sample.

200

Griffin, C.W.; Carski, T.R.; Warner, G.S. 1961. Labeling procedures employing crystal-
line fluorescein isothiocyanate. J. Bacteriol. 82:534-537.

The effect of altering the ratio of dye to protein in the labeling of three immune glob-
ulins with crystalline fluorescein isothiocyanate vas studied. Direct staining of group
A streptococci and rabies-infeczed mouse brain, and indirect staining of Z et a -
lidum, Nichols strain, were the three immunological systems selected for investiat.icn.
M specific staining and minim nonspecific background staining were demonstrated by
the use of low dye-to-protein labeling ratios.

210

Heidelberger, M.; Kendall, F.E.; Soo Hoo, C.M. 1933. Quantitative studies on the pre-
cipitin reaction: Antibody production in rabbits injected with an azo protein. J. Exp.
Med. 58:137-152.

A red protein azo dye preparation is described. By precipitin test the dye protein cn-.
jugate was demonstrated to be quantitatively specific.
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220

Hess, R.; Pearse, A.G.E. 1959. Labeling of proteins with cellulose-reactive dyes.
Nature 183:260-261.

Study of the labeling of proteins with reactive dyes was reported. Fluorescent dichloro-
triazinyl dye was used. Labeling of antibodies and demonstration of antigen-antibody re-
actions in tissue were successful. The workers noted negligible cross-linking using dyes
containing one dichlorotriazinyl group.
230

Hopkins, S.J.; Wormall, A. 1933. XCVII. Phenyl isocyanate protein compounds and their
imnological properties. Biochem. J. 27:pt.l:74O-753.

The preparation of phenyl isocyanate protein conjugates and their properties are described.
The isocyanate ccpounds reacted with the free amino groups of the lysine molecules in the
protein. When conjugates of one species globulin were injected into rabbits, precipitins
resulted that would react with similar conjugates of other species serum proteins. The
significance of the findings of loss of original species specificity is discussed. The
precipitin reaction between phenylureido-proteins and their antisera is specifically in-
hibited by pheryluredo-amino-acid compounds such as glycine, alanine, and lysine.
Since inhibition is complete with lysine and not with the others, the view is supported
that the characteristic conjugate grouping is phenylureido-lysine.

240

FKan, L.; Cherry, W.B. 1961. Technical factors affecting the preparation of fluor-
escent antibody reagents. i. Immunol. 87:72-79.

Interference by anmmium sulfate contamination of globulin, resulting from the serum frac-
tionation procedure, was eliminated by dialyzing 5- to l0-ml saeples of the antiglobulin
in dialysis tubing 0.0625 inch in diameter for 4 hours against two liters of 0.85 per
cent sodium chloride. Contamination of Brucella abortus antiglob-lin by 0.08 M or greater
concentrations of ammonium sulfate causeditererence with the biuret estimation of the
protein and its subsequent conjugation to fluorescein iszothlocyanate. Conjugates prepared
in the presence of graded concentrations of the salt showed proportionally greater fluor-
escence and greater light absorption values prior to dialysis than did conjugates prepared
in the absence of this salt. The results suggested that ammoniu sulfate reacted with
free fluorescein isothiocyanate to form an unstable dinlyzable complex that was more bril-
liant than the conjugate alone. Ammium sulfate -c ontaminated conjugates from which salt
and free dye were removed by dialysis fluoresced weakly and showed poorly staining titers
compared with salt-free controls. Solutions of fluorescein isothiocyanate stored in the
dark at 4 C for 70 days showed a marked reduction in fluorescence intensity. On the other
hand, Brucella melitensis antiglobulin labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate and simi-
larly stored not.
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250

Levy, H.B.; Sober, H.A. 1960. A simple chrcmitographic method for preparation of 99MM
globulin. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 103:250-252.

A relatively simple method for separation of gam globulin from serum has been presented.
The procedure has been applied to a number of antisera, and has been shown, at least with
them, to give reasonably good localization of antibody in the gamm globulin fraction.

260

Marshall, J.D.; Smith, C.W.; Eveland, W.C. 1958. An evaluation of various antisera
conjugated with fluorescein by four methods. Bacteriol. Proc. PH15:136-137.

Two fluorescein counds were evaluated by two separate techniques of conjugation. Anti-
sera representing various bacterial strains, virus and fungal agents, and antiglobulin
fractions of human and rabbit origin were divided into four portions. These were conju-
gated by the standard method of Coons and the filter paper technique of Goldmn, us ng
fluorescein isocyanate and fluorescein isothiocyanate. In all instances the fluorescein
isothiocyanate-conjugated antisera yielded the more intensely stained preparation when
examined by ultraviolet microscopy. Upon serial dilution of the various sera, the point
of extinction of specific fluorescence was reached at lower dilution with the fluorescein
isocyanate-conjugated sera. Agglutination studies, where practicable, demostrated the
least diminution of titer by the filter paper technique. The method of choice for conjuga-
tion of antisera, as indicated by this study, is the fluorescein isothiocyamte filter
paper method, which eliminates the necessity of maintaining a supply of highly purified
organic solvents and specialized equipment. This method of preparation might be adapted
to the sall laboratory.

270

Putnam, F.W. 1960. The plasma proteins: Vol. I. Isolation, ch aaterization, and func-
tions. Acadic Press, New York. 420 p.

This is a basic reference to technical portions of the fluorescent antibody technique in-
volved in serum fractionation. Chapters of particular importance are on precipitation
methods, chromatograph~r, gamma globulin, and ant±bodies.

280

Reiner, L. 1930. On the chemical alteration of purified antibody proteins. Science 72:
483-484.

Diazonium salts of well-defined chemical compounds coupled to proteins have been used in
the study of the relation of biological specificity to chemical constitution. The coupled
compound does not fully determine the specificity of the protein as an antigen because the
original biological specificity of the protein also rs Ins. This method presents the
possibility of altering chemically with the same methods such substances as display a spe-
cific biological activity without altering the latter. The antibodies have a specific
affinity toward their antigens, but they usuall do not destroy themselves.
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290

Rinderknecht, H. 1960. A new technique for the fluorescent labeling of proteins. Ex-
perientia 16:43o43 .

A new technique for labeling proteins with fliorescent dyes is presented. The method in-
volves use of specially dried diatomaceous earth. Conjugation time is approximtely 30
minutes. Dyes used successfully were 5-dimethylaminonaphthalene sulfonylchloride, lissa-
mine rhodamine RB 200, and fluorescein isothiocyamte.

300

Rinderknecht, H. 1962. Ultra-rapid fluorescent labeling of protein. Nature 193:167-168.

A method for labeling proteins with fluorescein isothiocyanate, lissamine rhodamine RB
200 chloride, or dimetbyleaInonaphthalene sulphonylchloride is described. The dyes are
mixed with celite and shaken with the serum specimen, and the conjugate is purified on
Sephadex. The method permits rapid labeling, removal of excess dye, and the establish-
ment of pH, all within 30 minutes.

310

Singer, S.J.; Fothergill, J.E.; Shainoff, J.R. 1960. A general method for the isola-
tion of antibodies. Amer. J. Chem. Soc. 82:565-571.

A simple and general method is described for the isolation of pure antibodies, particu-
larly those directed against protein antigens. The essential features of the method are
the use of a thiolated antigen to precipitate the specific antibody, and e subsequent
removal of the thiolated antigen by cross-linking with a bifunctional organic mercurial.
The details of the method have been thoroughly studied. Antibodies to three protein anti-
gens, bovine serum albumin, ovalbumin, and ribonuclease, have been isolated and shown to
be at least 98 per cent pure and active.

320

Smith, M.L.; Carski, T.R.; Griffin, C.W. 1962. Modification of fluorescent antibody
procedures employing crystalline tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate. J. Bacteriol. e3:
1358-1359.

Optimal results were obtained with conjugates labeled with W= at a dye-to-protein
ratio of 1:40 in a staining period of 4 hours in two different fluorescent antibody sys-
tems. The optimal labeling ratio and staining time for rhodamine-labeled antibody may
vary with other imnnological systems.

330

Sokol, F.; Hulka, A.; Albrecht, P. 1962. Fluorescent antibody method: Conjugation
of fluorescein isothiocyanate with immine gain globulin. Folia Microbiol. 7:155-161.

The influence of several factors, such as pH, dye-to-protein ratio, concentraion of com-
ponents, presence of organic solvents in the reaction mixture, temperature, and reaction
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time on the efficiency of conjugation of go- globulin with fluorescein isothiocyamte
was studied. The amount of dye bound by gem globulin increased mrkedly with increas-
ing pH of the reaction mixture in the range of 7.0 to 10.0; other factors did not affect
the labeling of the protein within the range examined. The specific fluorescence of the
bound dye decreased appreciably with increasing labeling of the protein; thus, it seem
mst reasonable to use conjugates with a protein-to-dye weight ratio of about 60 in the
fluorescent antibody method.

340

Vodrazka, Z. 1960. Protein interactions: XIX. Interaction of serum albumin with flu-
orescein dyes. Collection Czech. Chem. Commin. 25:410-419. In German.

Quinoid form of fluorescein dyes were studied for their formatim of ccmplexes with al-
bumin. Complex stability increased with addition of halogen to the dye. Amino groups
werc involved in the bond fortion.

350

Weber, G. 1952. Polarization of the fluorescence of macromolecules: II. Fluorescence
conjugates of ovalbumin and bovine serum albumin. Biochem. J. 51:155-167.

The preparation and characterization of 1-dimtylaminonaphthalene-5-sulphonyichloride
and several sulfonamido derivatives are detailed. The preparation of conjugates between
ovalbumin or bovine serum albumin and the dye is outlined. Extensive studies involving
polarization, depolarization, and relaxation of rotation of the conjugates are described
in relation to pH, denaturation, heat, and other factors.

360

Wolfson, W.Q.; Cohn, C.; Calvary, E.; Ichiba, F. 1948. Studies on serum proteins:
V. A rapid rrocedure for the estimation of total protein, true albumin, total globulin,
alpha globulin, beta globulin, and gaum globulin in 1.0 ml of serum. Amer. J. Clin.
Pathol. 18:723-730.

Simple procedures have been described for estimating the serum proteins indicated in the
title. The method is rapid and permits handling of many samples.
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C. SPECDn IEEPARATIC

370

Oystese, B. 1962. Critique of the imunofluorescence method in histolog. Verhandl.
Deut. Gee. Pathol. 46:120-124. In Germn.

The author has investigated some sources of error in fluorescent antibody histochemistry,
including those concerned with nonspecific stalning, handling the specimen, and fixation.
The beat specificity of stainin vas obtained by the use of antisera fractionated on
the DEAE-cellulose colum. Cryostat sectioning, while genera.ly very useful, may cause
dislocations of the substance in question and should be supplemented by freeze-drying
for control. The problem of fixation is particularly intriguing when nonbound proteins
are to be dem tated. Investigations on the secretion of albumin and gnu globulin
by the human stomach reveal that the best fixation so far obtained for these substances
are absolute alcohol followed by acetone for 30 minutes each at roo taerature.

3W0

Rodriguez, J.;,- Deinhsrdt, F. 1960. Preparation of a semipermanent mounting medium
for fluorescent antibody studies. Virology 12:316-317.

A semipermanent mounting medium contains Elvanol 51-05 in phospbte-buffered saline
plus glycerol. It is reported to set to a gel containlng no bubbles at pH 6 to 7 and
to be nonfluorescent. Fluorescence vas m ntained in virus specimens for longer than
9 months.

390

Zubzhitsky, Y.N. 1957. A substitute for imersion oil for fluorescent microscopy.
Mcrobiology USSR, English Trans. 26:383.

Anisol meets the practical requirements of fluorercent microscopy and is offered as
a possible substitute of the nonfluorescent imnersion oil.
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D. NONSPECIFIC CE

400

Allen, S.J.; Donaldson, P. 1961. A comparison of methods to eliminate nonspecific
fluorescent antibody staining. Texas Rep. Biol. Med. 19:30.

Portions of fluorescein-conjugated rabbit antihuman serum globulin were treated by
absorption with liver powder, by addition of 0.05 part of rhodamine-conjugated normal
calf serum, by fractionation with a diethylamlnoethyl-cellulose chromatographic column,
and by the addition of the rhodamine-conjugated calf serum to the selected chromato-
graphic fraction. Frozen sections were cut off the liver of a mouse sacrificed during
anaphylactic shock involving human serum as antigen. These were stored 7 weeks at both
0 and 25 C, both over Drierite and in slide boxes, and in a sealed container at -20 C.
These sections stained with the fluorescent antiserum portions were observed by ultra-
violet illumination for specific staining of the antigen-containing Kupffer cells and
nonspecific staining of the parenchyma. Sections stored at 0 C over Drierite showed
miniml nonspecific s t aining of the parenchyma and good specific fluorescence of anti-
gen in the Kupffer cells, especially with the chramatogrphic fraction alone and with
this fraction combined with rhodamine-coupled calf serum. There was little specific
or nonspecific staining of sections stored at 25 C. Storage at -20 C produced results
similar to those of 0 C storage.

41o

Beck, J.S. 1962. Investigations into the affinity of some preparations of human
serum albumin for cell nuclei. Exp. Cell Res. 26:296-303.

Weak solutions of human serum albumin stored for long periods are altered so that they
have an affinity for interphase nuclei and in particular for the surface of deoxyribo-
nucleoprotein strands. The phenomenon has been reproduced by oxidation under fai -'v
critical conditions. It is considered that the nuclear staining produced by this
method indicates the presence of deoxyribonuclecprotein as a naturally occurring con-
jugated protein in the intact interphase nucleus.

42o

Chadwick, C.S.; Nairn, R.C. 1960. Fluorescent protein tracers: The unreacted
fluorescent material in fluorescein conjugates and studies of conjugates with other
green fluorochromes. Immunology 3:363-370.

Protein conjugates with fluorescein isocyanate and isothiocyanate contain unreacted
fluorescent material, UFM, that contributes to specific immological staining but is
troublesome because it also stains nonspecifically. Attempts have been made to find
an alternative to fluorescein isocyanate and isothiocyanate conjugates, with similar
green fluorescence but free from UFM and me easily prepared. Conjugates were made
with fluorescein and certain derivatives of fluorescein. None proved satisfactory.
At the present time, green fluorescent protein tracers are probably best prepared from
fluorescein isothiocyanate. UFM accounts for nearly half of fluorescence after full
dialysis and two extractions with tissue powder. Extraction with powdered, activated
charcoal removes the UFM almost completely, but the staining intensity of the conjugate
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is so reduced that the procedure cannot be recommended. This property of charcoal
provides a means of testing fluorescein conjugations. A sample from a satisfactory
conjugate should retain substantial fluorescence after such extraction.

430

deRepentigny, J.; Sonea, S. 1960. Presentation in evidence of some propertes of
the primary fluorescence of microorganisms and discussion of their interference in
the diagnosis made by the aid of fluorescent antibodies. Can. J. Pub. Health 51:36.

Having detected a primary yellow-green fluorescence in meny bacteria, we observed that
this primary fluorescence could sometimes equal the fluorescence given by fluorescent
antibodies. In quantitive study of the intensity of the primary fluorescence of the
microorganisms we have observed a reddish fluorescence in certain species. To our
knowledge this observation has not yet been reported. Such a reddish primary fluores-
cence could lend confusion in the case of coloration of microorganism with antibodies
coupled to a reddish fluorochrome. We have tried to measure the intensity and the
colors of primary fluorescence, which could limit the value of diagnoses mAde with
fluorescent antibodies.

Frommhagen, L.H.; Spendlove, R.S. 1962. The staining properties of human serum pro-
teins conjugated with purified fluorescein isothiocyamte. J. Inmmology. 89:124-131.

Electrophoretic analysis has shown that six prepasutizns of fluorescein isothiocyanate,
FITC, from one source contain degradatice prots that exhibit essentially similar
fluorescence properties and a similar capscity to couple with serm protein, but that
confer upon the conjugate the propns ty for nonspecific staining. It is recommended
that only undegraded FITC, e.g. BEL, wkich mnifests superior specificity and higher
fluorescence intensity, be used to conjugate specific i-me goom globulins, and that
the pH of the conjugation system not exceed 8.8. Purified FITC is now commercially
available or may be easily obtained by continuous-flow electrophoresis. It is empha-
sized, however, that the degradation products of FITC constitute only one of a number
of factors contributing to nonspecific fluorescent staining. Two other such factors,
relating to the overlabeling of the gem globulin and to the serum proteins, are dis-
cussed.

450

Goldstein, G.; Slizys, I.S.; Chase, M.W. 1960. Nonspeclfic fluorescence of tissue
treated with fluorescent globulins. Bacteriol. Proc. M166:139.

Studies were mde with normal sheep globulin and sheep antirabbit globulin coupled
at various ratios with fluorescein isothiocyanate. Serum at 2.5 per cent protein
concentration was fractionated with ammoniu. sulfate, 40 per cent saturation at 4 C.
Couplings were made with 7 to 50 mg per gram of protein. Certain couplings were m~Le
stepwise, with the coupling product isolated from the low-molecular-weight compounds by
one-step passage for 2 to 4 hours through a Sephadex G-50 colum and reconcentration to
the desired endpoint by pressure dialysis under nitrogen. Substrates were imprints
or tissue sections of normal guinea pigs, for nonspecific fluorescence, and of
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specifically restimulated rabbits and normal rabbits. Fluorescent globulin preparations
were applied to substrates both with and without tissue powder absorption and other
adsorbants to determine the amount that could be applied without inducing nonspecific
fluorescence and the amount capable of producing specific fluorescence. The margin
of difference between the two amounts is often little when one is searching for i11
concentrations of antigen in the section, perhaps twofold to fourfold, and may be less-
ened by choice of tissue sections of different th c:iess.

460

Goldstein, G.; Slizys, I.S.; Chase, M.W. 1961. Studies on fluorescent antibody
staining: I. Nonspecific fluorescence with fluorescein-coupled sheep antirabbit
globulins. J. Exp. Med. 114:89-110.

In tissue imprints mde with the spleens of antigen-stimulated anims, no morphological
distinction was evident between areas shoving nonspecific fluorescence and specific
fluorescence. Elimination of nonspecific fluorescence was not achieved by any one, or
any combination of, the following: conjugting only g globulin with isothiocyante;
removal of dialyzable fluorescent products on Sephadex, followed by concentration by

- use of pressure dialysis; and use of crystalline preparations of fluorescein isothio-
cyanate. The coupling ratio of 50 mg fluorescein isothiocyanate per gm of protein, as
commionly advocated, cannot be recoinended for the precise localization of antibody glob-
u.in in tissues because of the capacity of the coupled products to give nonspecific
fluorescent staining. When crystalline preparations of fluorescein isothiocyanate are
used instead of the amorphous product at 50 mg per gm of protein, far too high a non-
specific fluorescence results. A fraction with bright specific fluorescence and negli-
gible nonspecific fluorescence was obtained from each fluorescent antibody that vas
prepared by using 6 to 8 mg of crystaiine fluorescein isothiocyanate per gram of
globulin. The fraction was subjected to DEAE-cellulose chromatography and gradient
elution to eliminate the most .ighly coupled molecules.

470

Hall, C.T.; Hansen, P.A. 1962. Chelated azo dyes used as counterstains in the
fluorescent antibody tracing technic. Zentralbl. Bakteriol. Parasitenk. Abt. I. Orig.
184:1:548-554.

A counterstaining procedure for use in conjunction with fluorescein-conjugated anti-
sera has been developed that uses aluminum chelates of dihydroxyazo dyes. Successful
counterstaining of formalin-fixed tissues and antigenically heterologous bacteria has
been achieved with no apparent deleterious effects upon the immune reaction.

48O

Maisel, J.C. 1962. Nucleolar reaction with normal serum shown by nonimune fluores-
cent staining. J. Lab. Clin. Med. 60:357-364.

The normal sera of a wide variety of animal species react in vitro with nucleoli of
the cells of homologous and heterologous animal species. Autologous cell-serum com-
binations also produce the nucleolar reaction. The substance in normal serum that
binds to nucleoli is an alpha globulin glycoprotein that supports logarithmic
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proliferation of primary monkey kidney cells in the absence of other serum proteins.
The nucleolus-absorbed protein can be demostrated, if calcium ions are present, by
staining fixed preparations with fluorescein-labeled serum globulins. The latter are
not specific antibodies to the nucleolus-absorbed glycoprotein. They are apparently
globulins that, after fluorescein labeling and in the presence of calcium ions, have
a nonspecific affinity for the nucleolus-bound serum glycoproteins.

490

Maisel, J.C.; Lytle, R.I.; Marston, J. 1962. Nucleolar reaction with norml serum
shown by nonimme fluorescent staining. Bacteriol. Proc. V52:142.

A wide species variety of norml animal sera react in vitro with cell nucleoli of
homologous and heterologous animal species. Autologous cell-serum cobinations also
exhibit nucleolus-serum interaction. Unfixed cell culture monolayers are exposed
first to normal serum, washed once, fixed in acetone, then incubated in the presence
of calcium ions with fluorescein-conjugated normal serum, and again washed. The cell-
serum interaction is indicated under ultraviolet illumintion by nucleolar fluorescence
in every cell of the monolayer. Exposure of fixed cells to serum prior to attempted
fluorescent staining also produces nucleolar fluorescence. Cells not incubated with
serum before or after fixation do not afford nucleolar fluorescence after incubation
with fluorescein-conjugated normal serum. Neither the nucleolus-serum interaction nor
adherence of conjugated norml serum to serum-treated nucleoli appears to be a specific
antigen-antibody reaction. The nucleolar-reacting serum substance has the electropho-
retic mobility of an alpha globulin and the chemical properties of a glycoprotcin.
Since this serum protein fraction is capable of supporting logarithmic growth of primary
rhesus renal epithelial cells diluted in Hanks BSS in the absence of other serum pro-
tein, it appears that nucleolar interaction with this serum component may have a
nutritional significance for cells cultured in vivo.

500

Mayersbach, H. 1959. Unspecific interactions between serum and tissue sections in
the fluorescent antibody technic for tracing antigens in tissues. J. Histochem.
Cytochem. 7:427.

The problem of nonspecific reactions encountered when using fluorescent antibody methods
in tissue sections is discussed. Absorptions with organ powders to eliminate these
reactions were not successful. The potency of sera subjected to repeated absorptions
was lowered. The theory that common antigens and antibodies yield nonspecific fluores-
cence is attacked. Results indicate that nonspecific reactions are the result of
serum-tissue electrostatic absorptions. Methods of reducing this electrostatic ab-
sorption without resorting to absorptions of the serum that m damage its imnologic
properties are suggested.
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Meersbach, H.; Schubert, G. 1960. Immmohstochemical methods: III. The unspecific
reaction between labeled serum and tissues in the imohistological technique. Acta
Histochem. 10:1:44-82. In German.

Thorough investigations were made into the unspecific attachet of fluorescence-nrked
sera to native and fixed frozen sections in the technique of immunohistology. It is
not a question of imnologic serum reaction, but rather of electrostatic affinities
of the marked sera to frozen section material that is similar to a staining reaction
with the customary histological dyestuffs. Both the occurrence and conditions of
incidence, and the possibilities of prevention of these unspecific reactions, are dealt
with at length.

520

Smith, C.W.; Mrshall, J.D., Jr.; Eveland, W.C. 1959. The use of contrasa g fluores-
cent dye as counterstain in fixed tissue preparations. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 102:
179-181.

A counterstaining method is described that gives a contrasting reddish-orange background
when used with fluorescein-labeled antibody systems. It curtails nonspecific fluores-
cence in tissues and tissue cultures. The possibility of a nonspecific protein reaction
is discussed. This reaction apparently plays no part in the serological system to which
it has been added.

530

Thivolet, J.; Cherby-Grospiron, D. 1961. Studies on nonspecificity factors in
immmofluorescence reactions. Ann. Inst. Pasteur 101:869-875. In French.

The authors studied certain nonspecificity factors in the immnofluorescence reaction
applied to the diagnosis of syphilis. They demontrated the part played by a testicular
extract and antitesticular serum, obtaining the elimination of the serum factor by ad-
sorption on testicular powder. They suggest a routine technique that apparently yields
specific results.
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E. LABEMIG COMPOUD

54o

Bogert, M.T.; Wright, R.0. 1905. Sc experiments on the nitro derivatives of
fluorescein. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 27:1310-1316.

The nitro and amino derivatives of fluorescein were Investigated. The influence of
substituent groups on fluorescence weakening is usually directly proportional to the
molecular weight of the group. The directions for preparing the various nitrofluores-
ceins are given. Reductions were attempted on the following nitrofluoresceins:
1 -nitro-; 3-nitro-; dinitro-; penta- or tetrm-nitro. Directions are given and also
ciaments on difficulty and product purity.

550

Borek, F.; Silverstein, A.M. 1960. A new fluorescent label for antibody proteins.
Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 87:293-297.

A new orange-fluorescent dye, aminorosamine B, was prepared by condensation of two
moles of m-diethylaminophenol with one mole of p-nitrobenzaldehyde, followed by cata-
lytic reduction of the nitro group. This dye was found to be useful as a label for
antibody proteins, with which it mEy be conjugated as an isocyanate, isothiocyanate,
or diazonium derivative. The optimal dye-protein ratio was determined corresponding
to a rx: .-d intensity of staining with a minim decrease in antibody activity. A
diazorosamine B antibody conjugate was found useful in staining mixed bacterial smears,
in combination with a fluorescein antibody conjugate.

560

Chadwick, C.S.; Mcntegart, M.G.; Nairn, R.C. 1958. Fluorescent protein tracers:
A trial of new fluorochromes and the development of an alternative to fluorescein.
ImoloY 1: 315-327.

The following fluorochroes were examined as possible alternatives to fluorescein:
aminoeosin, aminorhodamine B, 3-phemyl-7-isocyanatocumarin, 5-carboxyethylaminoacridine,
R 4368, fluolite C, lissamine flavine FFS, lissmine rhodamine G3, and lissamine rhoda-
mine IR 200. Only the last was satisfactory. RB 200 is a successful alternative to
fluorescein. Conjugation of dye to protein by a sulphonsmido linkage is quick, simple,
and ioes not maternally affect the physico-chemical or biological properties of the
protein. Conjugates are stable, have a brilliant orange fluorescen=e in UV light,
and good contrast with tissue autofluorescence. Contrast permits use in micro3copy of
ultraviole plus blue light with a yellow filter above the object to ensure a black
backgro-und. Conjugates injected intravenously are distributed in the tissues and
eliminated from plasm in much the same way as conjugates of fluorescein or radioactive
isotopes. Antibody conjugated with RB 200 retains immunological specificity. Use has
been made of RB 200 conjugates as plasm tracers and as specific imnological stains,
alone and in combination with fluorescein conjugates in double-tracing experiments.
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570

Chadwick, C.S.; McEntegart, .G.; Nairn, R.C. 1958. Fluorescent protein tracers:
A simple alternative to fluorescein. Lancet 1:412-414.

Serum protein conjugates with RB 200 are as useful as fluorescein conjugates for direct
and immological tracing. They have the advantage that their preparation is simple,
requiring no special laboratory facilities, and their color contrasts well with tissue
autofluores-ence. RB 200 conjugate is sufficiently different from the apple-green of
fluorescein 2cjugates for them to be used together in double-tracer experiments; it
may be applied either as simple plasm labels or as izounological stains.

580

Colobert, L.; Demont, G.; Domnski, B. 1959. Preparation of fluorescein isocyanate
for fluorescent microscopy. Comt. Rend. Soc. Biol. 153:1029-1031. In French.

Modifications on the Coons method are presented.

590

Coons, A.H.; Kaplan, M.H. 1950. Localization of antigen in tissue cells: II. Im-
provements in a method for the detection of antigen by means of fluorescent antibody.
J. Exp. Med. 91:1-13.

Improvements in a method for the specific microscopic localizatio of antigen in tissue
cells are described. This method employs antibody labeled with fluorescein isocyanate
as a histochemical stain; the specific antigen-antibody precipitate is made visible
under the fluorescence microscope. Two isomeric series derived from nitrofluorescein
are described.

600

Corey, H.S., Jr.; McKinney, R.M. 1962. Chrcmtography of nitrofluoresceins, amino-
fluoresceins, and fluorescein isothiocyanates. Anal. Biochen. 4:57-68.

Paper chromatography was used in a study of FITC isomers I and II. The amine and
isomer I gave superior fluorescence per microgram. The ch tographic methods devel-
oped could lead to more uniform commercial products. Most commercial samples contained
multiple components.

610

deRepentigpy, J.; Jams A.T. 1954. A cbromtographic separation of the aminofluores-
cein isomers. Nature 174:927-928.

In the preparation of aminofluorescein by the condensation of 4-nitrophthalic acid and
resorcinol followed by reduction, two isomers are formed at the condensation stage,
and these must be separated if unequivocal results are to be obtained in the subsequent
reaction of the derived fluorescein isocyanate with proteins to give fluorescent pro-
tein conjugates. The conventional method of separation of the two isomers, consisting
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of fractional crystallization of the nitrofluorescein diacetates, is laborious and
wasteful; to obviate this we have devised a chreatographic separation of the two
isomers.

620

Dowdle, W.R.; Hansen, P.A. 1959. Labeling of antibodies with fluorescent azo dyes.
J. Bacteriol. 77:669-67o.

The labels available for the fluorescent antibody technique have so far been limited
to the isocyanates of fluorescein and the related compounds rhodamine B and tetra-
metbylrhodamine or to some of the corTesponding isothiocyanates. Chelates of the
azo dyes were used successfully and produced brilliant fluorescence.

630

Ert, E.W. 1958. Observations on the absorptio spectra of fluorescein, fluorescein
derivatives, and conjugates. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 73:1-8.

Rapid loss in the characteristic wxlnm at 490 mu occurs in solutions of fluorescein
below pH 7.0, with elimination of fluorescence at pH 2.0. A new absorption band ap-
pears in these solutions below pH 5.0 with a mxinn at 430 mu at pH 2.0. On the
basis of samples of fluorescein amine II prepared in different laboratories, but hav-
ing a melting point of 313 C, infrared absorption spectra have been obtained that
serve as a standard for the prepamtion of this amine. The ultraviolet absorption
spectrum has been shown of fluorescein amine isomer II in diczane-acetone solution of
the change in spectrum that occurs after conversion by phosgene to fluorescein isocy-
anate. The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the fluorescein nucleus in aqueous-
buffered solution, pH 7.6, showing a maximal band at 490 m, and two minor bands at
280 and 325 mu, has been obtained. The changes in the intensity of these bands after
conjugation to rabbit globulin have been shown. The eission spectra solutions of
fluorescein and fluorescein globulin conjugates have a lrer wavelength than their
absorption spectra, with an optimum emission band at 550

640

Felton, L.C.; McMillion, C.R. 1961. Cromtographically pure fluorescein and
tetrsethyrhodamine isothiocyanates. Anal. Biochem. 2:178-180.

Paper chromatography is a significant criterion of purity for the isothiocyanates
studied, demonstrating isomeric separation, decoposition, and byproducts. These
coounds should be protected from moisture to prolong shelf life.

65o

Frociagen, L..; Spendlove, R.S. 1962. The staining properties of huimn seru
proteins conjugated with purified fluorescein isothiocyanate. J. lammol. 89:124-131.

Electrophoretic analysis has shown that six preparations of fluorescein isothiocyanate,
FITC, from one source contain degradation products that exhibit essentially similar
fluorescence properties and a similar capacity to couple with seu protein, but that
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confer upon the conjugate the propensit for nonspecific staining. It is recmnded
that only undegraded FITC, e.g. BBL, which manifests superior specificity and higher
fluorescence intensity, be used to conjugate specific imune gam globulins, and
that the pH of the conjugation system not exceed 8.8. Purified FITC is now comer-
cially available or may be easily obtained by continuous-flow electrophoresis. It is
ehasized. however, that the degradation products of FITC constitute only one of a
number of factors contributing to nonspecific fluorescent staining. Two other such
factors, relating to the overlabeling of the gamm globulin and to the seru proteins,
are discussed.

66O

Goldman, M.; Carver, R.K. 1957. Preserving fluorescein isocyanate for simplified
preparation of fluorescent antibody. Science 126:839-840.

The advantages to be obtained from the use of dried isocyanate in the manner described
above are that the isocyanate can be prepared centrally in either c Arcal or non-
c ercial laboratories and can be sent out to smller research or diagnostic labora-
tories for actual use. Also, an antiserum can be made to stain ire intesely by
relabeling, without danger of loss of protein content as a result of denaturation.

67o

Hamahs im, Y. 1955. Synthesis of aminofluorescein. Acta Sch. Med. Univ. Kioto
32:112-122.

The best method for the synthesis of -nitrophthalic acid is as follows: Phtbalic
anhydride to phthalimide to 4-ntrophthalimide to 4-nitrophthalic acid by saponification.
Optium pH for the conjugation of fluorescein to protein vas 7.8. Complete exclusion of
water as necessary for conversion of amino comound to isocyanate.

68o

Hess, R.; Pearse, A.G.E. 1959. labelling of proteins with cellulose-react-ve dyes.
Nature 183:260-261.

Study of the labeling of proteins with reactive dyes was reported. Fluorescent dichloro-
triazinyl dye was used. Labeling of antibodies and demonstration antigen-antibody reac-
tions in tissue were successful. The workers noted negligible cross-linklng with dyes
containing one dichlorotriazinyl group.

690

Hiramoto, R.; Engle, K.; Pressn, D. 1958. Tetramethylrhodamine as izunohisto-
chemical fluorescent label in the study of chronic thyroiditis. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med. 97:611-615.

A new fluorescent label, tetramethlrhodamine isocyanate, is described and its use
de nstrated in the irnobistochical fluorescence technique. The label fluoresces
orange and is of particular value for stalnirng tissues that show a green autofluores-
cence similar to fluorescein, even when unstained. Serum from a patient with chronic
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thyroiditis cobined with normal human serum showed no such staining. Thyroid frum a
patient with chronic thyroiditis, infiltrated with lyphocytic cells, us stained by
rabbit antibody to human globulin in the region occupied by the infiltrating cells.
Normal lymph nodes showed no such staining. This indicates that the infiltrating
cells contained human globulin and may have been important in the destruction of the
thyroid during the course of the disease.

700

Marshall, J.D.; Eveland, W.C.; Smith, C.W. 1958. Superiority of fluorescein
isothiocyanate for fluorescent antibody technic with a modification of its application.
Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 98:89-900.

Globulin fractions of antisera representing bacterial, viral, and mycotic agents and
antiglobulin fractions were labelled with two derivatives of fluorescein amine by
three methods. Fluorescein isothiocyanate was superior in stability, ease of conju-
gation, and degree of fluorescence. This direct method of adding the dye to a dilute,
buffered antiserum eliminates the need for organic regents that my denature protein.

710

Marshall, J.D.; Saith, C.W.; Eveland, W.C. 1958. An evaluation of various antisera
conjugated with fluorescein by four methods. Bacteriol. Proc. PM15:136-137.

Two fluorescein compounds were evaluated by two separate techniques of ccnjugation.
Antisera representing various bacterial strains, virus and fungal agents, and anti-
globulin fractions of human and rabbit origin were divided into four portions. These
were conjugated by the stAndard method of Coons and the filter paper technique of
Goldn-L, using fluorescein isocyanate and fluorescein isothiocyanate. ' In all instances
the fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated antisera yielded the more intensely stained
preparation when examined by ultraviolet microscopy. Upon serial dilutin of the var-
ious sera, the point of extinction of specific fluorescence vs reached at lower dilution
with the fluorescein isocyanate-conjugated sera. Agglutination studies, where practi-
cable, demonstrated the least diminution of titer by the filter paper technique. The
method of choice for conjugation of antisera, as indicated by this study, is the fluores-
cein isothiocyanate filter paper method, which eliminates the necessity of ining
a supply of highly purified organic solvents and specialized equipment. ts method
of preparation might be adapted to the small laboratory.

720

Mayersbach, H. 1958. Imnohistological methods: II. Further particulars on the dye:
Dimethyl-l-aminonaphthalene -5-sulfonyl chloride. Acta Histochem. 5:5-8:351-368. In
German.

An investigation was made of l-dlmethylamlnomphthalene-5-sulfcnic acid, the sulforyl
chloride of which can be conjugated to protein by a sulfonamidic linkage. Imime con-
jugates of this dye are satisfactory replacements for conjugates of fluorescein
isocyanate for i-1nohisbtoloical investigations. These conjugates are also suitable
for injection tests. Dye preparation, protein conjugaticn, and conjugate properties
are discussed at length.

- 'aW mom
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730

Orndorff, W.R.; Ramer, A.J. 1927. Fluorescein and some of its derivatives. J. Amer.
Cho& Soc. 49:1272-1280.

Purified fluorescein has been prepared in two iscmric form, a red quinoid form and a
yellow lactoid form. No other form were obtained. Different yellow hrdrochlorides
may be prepared from the two form . Derivatives of the lactoid form are diacetate,
bispheyl carbonate, hydrazide, eosin, and dibr mofluorescein dibenzoate. Derivatives
of the quinoid form are mno-a ioum suet, methylester, and acetate.

74o

Peck, R.N.; Creech, H.J. 1952. Isocyanates of die lam stilbenes and acetylan-
fluorene. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 74:468-470.

The synthesis of isocyanates of certain systemic carcinogens represents the initial step
in an ext~msion of a research program involving imochemical studies of carcinogen-
protein conjugates. 4-Dimetylamnostilbemyl-4-isocyamte wvs prepared in 61 per cent
yield by the interaction of phosgene with 4-dimetbylamino-4.mimnostibene. 4-Dimeth-
ylamino-4-amino-2'mthylstilbene, which had been prepared in 36 per cent yield by a
two-step process frm 4-nitro-o-xylene and p-dimethylaminobenzald.ebyde, vms converted
into the corresponding isocyanate in 79 per cent yield. 2-Acetylaminofluorenyl-7-
isocyanate vas obtained fron the amine in 63 per cent yield. The isocyanates were
characterized by conversion into their ethyl urethanes.

750

Redetzki, H.X. 1958. Labeling of antibodies by 5-dimethylamno-l-naphthalene sulforyl
chloride, its effect on antigen-antibody reactions. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 98:120-
12.

Properties of the fluorescent dye DNS for labeling proteins have been described. In-
vestigations of conditions of DNS bizdIng to serum proteins revealed ratios of 3 to 4
moles of DNS per mole of ga globulin and about 7 moles of DIS per mole of albumin.
Dealing with the use of DNS in immochemistry, experiments have been carried out with
the ADH-rabbit antiserum system, measuring enzyme inhibition by the antibody. Labeling
of antibody with DNS did not affect rate of formation of antigen-antibody coplex and
had no influence on quantity of formed precipitate. The reported data suggest that
because DNS does not affect the antigen-antibody reaction, it can be successfully
applied in histochenical studies.

76o

Riggs, J.L. 1957. Synthesis of fluorescent copounds and their use for labelling
antibody. Master's Thesis, Univ. Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.

Ccmplete thesis.
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770

Seivald, R.J.; Riggs, J.L.; Burckhalter, J.H.; Downs, C.M.; Metcalf, T.G. 1958.
Isothiocyanate compounds as fluorescent labeling agents for iinn serum. Bacteriol.
Proc. P14:136.

The instability of fluorescein isocyanate and the difficulty of production led to
efforts to produce a more stable pronduct to be used in the lrbeling procedure. This
report deals with the synthesis of stable, solid isothiocyanates of fluorescein and
rhodamine B, ari the use of these two fluorescent copounds in labeling antibodies
for the specific stainin of antigens. The dyes have been used for oth the direct
and indirect methods of staining as given by Coons, and have shown satisfactory
fluorescence when labeled antibody is applied to bacterial smears, bacteria in tissues,
and to bacteria, rickettsiae, and viruses in cultured cells.

780

Sokol, F.; Hana, L.; Albrecht, P. 1961. Fluorescent antibody method: Quantitative
determination of l-dimetllaminnshthalene-5-aulphonic acid and protein in labeled
gamm globulin. Folia Microbiol. 6:145-150.

A spectrophotometric method for the quantitative determination of protein and 1-
dime- laminomphtalene-5-sulphonic acid in fluorescent antibodies was elaborated.
After exhaustive dialysis the conjugates do not contain free dye that would disi.-
the analysis. According to the conditions used during conjugation, the average weight
ratio of protein to fluorescent dye in the labeled gan globulin was 76 to 245,
corresponding to 3 to 9 molecules of dye bound to one molecule of globulin.

790

Uehleke, H. 1958. The labeling of proteins with fluorescent stains. Ntaturviss-
enschaften 45:4:87. In German.

The preparation and use of sulfmnated fluorescent dyes for conjugation of antibod es
as substitutes for the unstable isocyanate are discussed. Methods for determining
the stabi1ity of the conjugates by electrophoresis and problem regarding autofluores-
cence of tissues are included in the paper.

8oo

Uehleke, H. 1958. New techniques for preparing fluorescent-labeled proteins. Z.
Naturforsch 13b:11:722-724. In German.

Various sulfo group dyes were used to label protein, and the products were studied
electrophoretically and spectrophotometrically. Detailed instructions are presented
for labeling. Conjugate comparisons were made.
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810

Uehleke, H. 1959. Investigations with fluorescent antibody: IV. Labelling of anti-
bodies with sulfonyl chlorides of fluorescent dyes. Schveiz. Z. Alg. Pathol. Bakteriol.
22:5:724-729. In Geznn.

An extensive review of fluorescent dyes and their mechnisms of protein conjugation is
given, with particular emphasis on the sulfochloride form. Problem involved in
synthesis, conjugation with proteins, and nonspecific staining are included. The two
dyes reccimenzed for use are 1 -dmetkhlnaphthalene-5-sulfonic acid and sulforhodaaine B.

820

Vasser, P.S.; Culling, C.F. 1959. Fluorescent stains, with special reference to
aWloid and connective tissues. AMA Arch. Pathol. 68:487J98.

This paper presents an account of various experiments to assess the value of simle
fluorescent staini' techniques, using a small ultraviolet light source. The character-
istics of various fluorochromes are presented.

830

Weber, G. 1952. Polarization of the fluorescence of mcromolecules: II. Fluores-
cence conjugates of ovalbumin and bovine serum albumin. Biochem. J. 51:155-167.

Details in the preparation and characterization of l-dimethlaminonaphthalene-5-
sulphoqnl chloride and several sulfonamido derivatives are given. The preparation
of conjugates between ovalbumin or bovine serum albumin and the dye are outlined.
Extensive studies involving polarization, depolarizaticn, and relaxation of rotation
of the conjugates are described in relation to pH, denaturation, heat, and other
factors.
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F. STAIING PROCEURES

840

Coons, A.R.; Kaplan, M.H. 1950. Localization of antigen in tissue cells: II. Im-
provemets in a method for the detection of antigen by means of fluorescent antibody.
J. Exp. Med. 91:1-13.

Improvemnts in a method for the specific microscopic localization of antigen in tissue
cells are described. This method employs antibody labeled with fluorescein isocyanate
as a histochemical stain; the specific antigen-antibody precipitate is mide visiblo
under the fluorescence microscope. Two isomeric series derived from nitrofluorescein
are described.

850

Hall, C.T.; Hansen, P.A. 1962. Chelated azo dyes used as counterstains in the fluores-
cent antibody tracing technic. Zentralbl. Bakteriol. Parasitenk. Abt. I. Orig. 184:1:
548-554.

A counterstaining procedure for use in conjunction with fluorescein-conjwated anti-
sera has been developed using aluminum chelates of dihydroxyao dyes. Successful
counterstaining of forzmlin-fixed tissues and antigenically heterologous bacteria has
been achieved with no apparent deleterious effects upon the imune reaction.

860

Hirschberg, N. 1962. Simplified method for staining smears for fluorescent antibody.
j. Bacteriol. 84:1126.

In miny laboratories, the staining of large numbers of slides for fluorescent antibody
studies has become a time-consuming procedure. The use of staining jars, regardless
of size, involves picking up and transferring the slides several times, and, in the
indirect procedure, doubles the time for the performance of the test. The use of
aluminum slide trays like those used to store histological sections elimInates the
transfer of the slides. The entire fixing and staining procedure can be carried out
in the same tray. Mltiple holes can be punched in the back of the trays to allow
the liquids held by capillary action under the slides to be removed by blotting on
absorbent paper or towel. The slides should be set or fastened on applicator sticks
or wire laid vertically in the tray. The trays are covered with an oblong aluminum
cooking pan with a wet filter-paper insert, for incubation. Slightly larger pans are
i,-ei for fixing and washing. The method requires the use of scmevhat more solution
than does the use of staining jars. This is relatively inexpensive because tie cost
is more than offset by the saving of time. When the slides are ready for mo.ting,
the bottos uist be wiped on a gauze or cloth pad. Slides stained by this method have
been shown to be well washed and free of residue.
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870

Ishida, N.; Hinuma, Y.; Miyamoto, T. 1962. Investigations of FA tectu4ue: II. Em-
phasis on the complement staining method. Jap. J. Clin. Pathol. 10:60-6a. In Japunese.

The FA complement staining method is completely explained.

880

Marshall, J.D.; Eveland, W.C.; Smith, C.W. 1958. Superiority of fluorescein
isothiocyanate for fluorescent antibody technic with a modification of its application.
Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 98:898-900.

Globulin fractions of antisera representing bncterial, viral, and wcotic 3gents and
antiglobulin fractions were labeled with two derivatives of fluorescein a mne by three
methods. Fluorescein isothiocyanate was superior in stability, ease of conjugation,
and degree of fluorescence. This direct method of adding the dye to a dilute buffered
antiserum eliminates the need for organic reagents that my denature protein.

80

Mayersbach, H. 1959. Unspecific interactions between serum and tissue sections in
the fluorescent antibody technic for tracing antigens in tissues. J. Histochem.
Cytochem. 7:1427.

The problem of nonspecific reactions encountered when using fluorescent antibody meth-
ods in tissue sections is discussed. Absorptions with organ powders to eliminate these
reactions were not successful. The potency of sera subjected to repeated absorptions
was lowered. The theory that camn antigens and antibodies yield nonspecific fluores-
cence is attacked. Results indicate that nonspecific reactions are the result of
serm-tissue electrostatic absorptions. Methods of reducing this electrostatic absorp-

tion without resorting to absorptions of the serum that may damage its inmmologic
properties are suggested.

900

Silverstein, A.M. 1957. Contrasting fluorescent labels for two antibodies. J.
Histochem. Cytochem. 5:94-95.

The development by Coons of techniques employing antibodies labeled with fluorescein
led to significant advances in the histological tracing of antigenic substances. The
technique has been extended to studies on the site and mode of production of antibodies.
Fluorescent labeling mEy serve as a specific histochemical stain for antigen or for
antibody. A second fluorescent label may be useful. Requirements are indicated.
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910

Silverstein, A.M.; Berrigan, P.J. 1957. Applications of contrasting fluorescent
labels for two antibodies. Federation Proc. 16:1860.433.

A second fluorescent label for antibodies is needed for use in conjunction with the
yellov-green fluorescein label. This label should have a contrasting color, so that
each label can be visualized separately when the two are used in conjunction in the
same field of view, or in the same cell. A method for specific stainig of two anti-
genic coponents ij1ultaneously might $ave several applications: It would simplify
the establishment of a schem for the rapid identification of microorganisms, and
would alloy a study of the distribution and effects of two ant1genic conqments in
vivo, and of the antibody response evoked by the several antigens. Preliminary
studies have indicated that an amino derivative of rhodamine B night satisfy these
requirements. This fluorochrome emits a bright orange fluorescence in ultraviolet
light, in marked contrast to the yellow-green of fluorescein. It is conjugated to
antibody in a manner analogous to that of fluorescein.

920

Smith, C.W.; Marshall, J.D., Jr.; Eveland, W.C. 1959. Use of contrasting fluores-
cent dye as counterstaln in fixed tissue preparations. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med.
102:179-181.

A counterstaining method is described that gives a contrasting reddish-orange back-
ground when used with fluorescein-labeled antibody systems. It curtails nonspecific
fluorescence in tissues and tissue cultures. The possibility of a nonspecific protein
reaction is discussed. This reaction apparently plays no part in the serological.
system to which it has been added.
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0. TISSJE CULTUR

930

Chen, H.Y. 1962. Studies on the staining reaction of the fluorescent conjugate of
globulin. Shih Yen Sheng Wu Hseuh Pao 7:283-298. In Chinese.

A review of past work is first presented. Then stainin of sections of various tissues
and tissue cultur es are studied with respect to stainn intensity under varying ccn-
ditions such as pH, ionic strength of diluents, fixation methods, and effects of norml
versus tumorous tissues. An interesting point was the use of pH 12.5, which gave very
intense staining and good differentiation between the nucleus and the cytoplasm of
cells. The dyes DANS and RB 200 were used for conjugation.

940

Hiramoto, R.; Goldstein, M.N.; Pressman, D. 1958. Reactions of antisera prepared
against HeLa cells and norml fetal liver cells with adult human tissues. Cancer Res.
18:668-669.

The reactions of antibodies prepared in rabbits against tissue culture cells of himn
origin, i.e.. HeLa and fetal liver, with human thyroid, liver, kidney, and adrenal
were studied by the inmmohistochemical staining technique involving fluorescein as a
label. Both sera acted similarly and stained strcmal elements, i.e., reticular tissues,
basement membranes, and sinusoidal lnings. Thus, the tissue-cultured cells of both
lines contained caqonents in cm with or closely related to those of strcmal ele-
ments of normal tissue.

950

Hiramoto, R.; Goldstein, M.N.; Pressman, D. 1960. Limited fixation of antibody by
viable cells. J. Nat. Cancer Inst. 24:255-265.

The indirect fluorescent antibody procedure was used to study the reaction of antibody,
active ialgnst human connective tissue, with living and dead HeLa cells. These anti-
bodies were fixed only at the cell surface of viable HeLm cells and were able to react
with intracellular cytoplasmic compnents only in killed cells. Antisera to humen
fibrinogen and hun globulin did not give this type of fixation. Components taken
up by the cell fron the culture medium were demonstrable in the cytoplasm of killed
cells.

960

Hiramoto, R.; Jurandowski, J.; Berneck,, J.; Pressman, D. 1961. im ohistochemical
identification of tissue culture cells. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 108:347-353.

Cell lines of different species can be differentiated by imunohistochemical techniques
using properly absorbed antisera. In the work reported here the antisera were pre-
Dared against humn and mouse tissues and reacted strongly with the connective tissue
of the corresponding species in sections of adult humn or adult mouse organs, respec-
tively. These antisera also reacted individually with tissue culture cells of human
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and mouse organs. In all cases the use of the proper tissue in safficient amounts to
absorb the antisera plays a crucial part in being able to demonstrate the specific
staining of cells. Differentiation is possible even within the cell lines of a single
species when unique components are present in one of the. The use of anti-myosin
serum to detect muscle cells is an exaple. The technique of using paired labeled
antiserum quickly and effectively demonstrates that very slight contamination can be
recognized. Such a sall contamination would be difficult to detect by other tests
such as chr acme morphology, in which the cell mst be In the metaphase before it
can be observed and chrosomes of each cell must be counted.

970

Holter, H.; Holtzer, H. 1959. Pinocytotic uptake of fluorescein-labeled proteins
by various tissue cells. Exp. Cell Res. 18:421-423.

Various tissue slices and tissue culture cells were exposed to different fluorescein-
labeled proteins. The cells were inspected after incubation by phase and fluorescence
microscopy for piwcytotic vacuoles. The authors speculate on the criteria for various
cells being capable of pinocytosis.

980

Korngold, L. 1962. Antigens as genetic mrkers. Univ. Mich. Med. Bull. 28:337-346.

Immnologic methods for study of mnianl cells in tissue culture may become valuable
tools. FA will probably be a major tool. A prime problem will be suitable antisera
and a clearing house to provide reference antisera. A number of specific problem
that need resolution are discussed.

990

Louis, C.J.; White, J. 1960. Fluorescein globulin staining of cells in tissue cul-
tures. Lab. Invest. 9:273-28.

Fluorescein globulin stain has been applied to cells in tissue culture. To begin with,
norml cells stain, but cells of malignant tumors fail to stain. In this regard they
conform with observations made on tissues in the body. As norul tissues grow, the
cells grdually lose their capacity for staining, so that after a few days no cell
stains. The significance of this observation is uncertain, but it appears to conform
with the view that in tissue culture, cells derived from norml tissues gradually adopt
a status comparable with that of the cells derived f neopla.

1000

Reusser, F.; Smith, C.G.; Smith, C.L. 1962. Investigations on scmatotropin pro-
duction of humn anterior pituitary cells in tissue culture. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med. 109:375-378.

In vitro cell lines freshly isolated from human anterior pituitary glands showed
fibroblastic growth. Some cells did not retain eosinophilic and basophilic character-
istics. No human growth h- e was detected within the cells with fluorescein-labeled
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antibody specific for human growth hormone. Also, no growth hormone vas present in

the superntant medium. These findings suggest that humn pituitary cells grown in

tissue culture do not retain their functional properties for growth hormone produc-
tin under the described culture conditions.

1010

Rosenau, W.; Moon, N.D.; Melvor, B.C. 1962. Localization of antibody to tissue
culture cells by fluorescent antibody technique. Lab. Invest. 2:199-23.

The fluorescent antibody technique was used to demnstrate that cytolic antibodies
to tissue culture cells localized specifically on the cell membranes. Cytoplasmic
or nuclear binding of antibody could not be demonstrated. There vas no localization
of antibody by cell lines not affected by the antisera. It is suggested that the
toxic effect on cells produced by antisera is due to binding of antibody to the cell
mexbrane.

10

Simpson, W.F.; Stulberg, C.S.; Peterson, W.D. 1962. Further studies of species
specificity of cultured animal cells by izmmuofluorescence. Federation Proc. 21:159.

Antibodies were tested aginst a variety of strains of diverse species origin: Iuman
Det.-6, - 5o0 Fb-1, HeLa, KB, AV-3, and LLC-Hel; monkey ILC-NC2; mouse tumors S-180
and CA-775; and Chinese hamster 15F-FAF-28. They stained cells of hologous but not
of heterologous species. These also exhibited species specificity for additional cell
strains: human Minn. EE, Det.-32, -52, -98, and -508 Fb-l; .mmkey LTX-Mel; normal
mouse CCRF 228; and dog M=. The labeled antisera detected cells of varied origin
in artificially prepared mixtures. Within a given species, antibodies against cells
with different characteristics or tissue origins, e.g., ploidy, malignancy, embryonic,
etc., could not be distinguished antigenically. Preliminary results indicate that
antibodies against established strains are specific for primary cultures of the same
species, but antibodies sgainst primary kidney cultures do not show the same degree
of specificity.

1030

Spear, G.S. 1962. Forsamen antigen in tissue culture. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hospital3-11: 307-314.

Forssman antigen vas demonstrated in tissue culture of trypsinized kidney cells froa
normal guinea pigs. Specific FA fluorescence was particulate, cytoplasmic, and pos-
sibly related to pinocytosis. Antigen vas not present in fresh maintenance medium,
suggesting synthesis by the cells. Antigen was demnstrable 53 days after primary
cell establishment. Cell br 4ers were not specifically stained.
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1040

Spendlove, R.S.; Lennette, E.H. 1962. Viral antigen and infectious virus develop-
ment in reovirus-infected HeLa cells. Bacteriol. Proc. V14 :132.

Cell-associated, CA, and extracellular, EC, virus determinations were mode at intervals
postinfection. Viral antigen synthesis was followed by FA stain'ng. Synthesis of CA
virus was relatively slow. About 5 per cent of the nxim l anmut was present by 8
hours, 30 to 35 per cent by 24 hours, and the maximal concentration of about 400 plaque-
forming units per cell was not reached until after 48 hours. This concentration re-
mained fairly constant until 96 hours, but dropped to about 35 per cent by 7 days.
There appeared to be little release of virus from infected cells. At 24 hours and
earlier, there was less than 1 PFU of EC virus per cell. At 48 hours and later, there
were about 30 PFU of EC virus per cell. Viral antigen was present throughout the
cytoplasm by 8 hours as fine particulates, which increased in size, became globular,
and coalesced to form a reticulum that was evident by 14 hours. This network of anti-
gen tended to concentrate in a perinuclear position, where it became more dense and in
most cases comletely surrounded the nucleus. The antigen subsequently lost much of
its reticular structure and spread confluently throughout the cytoplasm. A final stage
involved a streaming of the cytoplasm, and processes containing viral antigen often
became constricted and pinched off from the cell. The possible relationship of these
results to some of the unusual characteristics of reovirus is discussed.

1050

Stulberg, C.S.; Simpson, W.F.; Bermn, L. 1961. Species-related antigens of-m- -
lian cell strains as deterined by immunofluorescence. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med.
108:434-439.

A procedure has been described whereby species-associated antigens were directly
identified in cultured -mzlian cells by fluorescent antibody. Guinea pig anti-cel-
lular globulin fractions were conjugated with fluorescein isothocyanate. Dispersed
cells were prepared from monolayer cultures of frozen cell suspensions and the result-
ing wet cell suspensions were treated with the labeled antibodies. Staining specific-
ity was recognized by presence or absence of peripheral fluorescence of the treated
cells. Four cell strains derived from humin tissues, three fron mouse, and one from
Chinese hamster reacted specifically with homologous but not with heterologous labeled
antibodies. Antibodies to monkey- and human-derived strains exhibited reciprocal
cross-reactics that were eliminated by absorption.

1060

Twarog, J.M.; Larson, B.L. 1962. Cellular identification of beta-lactoglobulin
synthesis in bovine mammary cell cultures. Exp. Cell Res. 28:350-359.

Approximately 50 per cent of the cells present in a collagenase dispersion of bovine
mm j tissue were found to survive and grow when placed in in vitro culture. These
cultures are composed of predominantly epithelial cells. A net synthesis of beta-
lactoglobulin could be demonstrated in the cultures by a quantitative immological
procedure until 20 days after their establishment. The use of the fluorescent anti-
body technique indicated that the epithelial cells were those responsible for the
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synthesis of the beta-lactoelobulin. Since previous studies have indicated that other
specialized functions, i.e., lactose synthesis and UDP Gal-4-eptimerase activity, are
lost in a nonparsalel mzner with the ability to synthesize beta-lactoglobulin, these
results indicate that the secretory cells survive and proliferate in culture but with
time lose their ability to perform specialized functions because of a dedifferentiation
or modulation in function.

1070

Twarog, J.M.; Larson, B.L. 1962. Cellular identification of beta-lactoglobulin In
synthesis in bovine mamry cell cultures. Federation Proc. 21:160.

Approximtely 50 per cent of the cells present in a collagenase dispersion of bovine
innry tissue near parturition survived and grew in culture in a defined medium
supplemented with autologous serum. A net synthesis of the unique milk protein beta-
lactaglobulin could be demnstrated by a quantitative immological procedure in these
cultures for 20 days after their establisment. The synthesis rate decreased from an
initial 0- to 6-hour level of 58 uug per cell per day to 0.3 uug per cell per day at
20 days. These cultures were composed predcimtely of proliferating epithelial cells.
The epithelial cells were shown to be those responsible for the synthesis of beta-
lactoglobulin by the fluorescent antibody procedure. These observations complement
previous studies that have demnstrated that other specialized functions such as lactose
synthesis and UDP Gal-4-epimerase activity are lost in a nnparallel manner with the
ability to synthesize beta-lactoglobulln. The results indicate that a high proportion
of the secretory cells of bovine mairy tissue survive and proliferate in culture but
lose their ability with time to perform specialized functions because of dedifferen-
tiation or modulation in function.
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1080

Chadwick, C.S.; Nairn, R.C. 1960. Fluorescent protein tracers: The unreacted fluo-
rescent material in fluorescein conjugates and studies of conjugates with other green
fluorochroes. Immnology 3:363-370.

Protein conjugates with fluorescein isocyanate and isothiocyanate contain unreMcted
fluorescent material, UFM, that contributes to specific lmmological staining but is
troublesome because it also stains nonspecifically. Attempts have been made to find
an alternative t fluorescein isocyanate and isothiocyanate conjugates, with similar
green fluorescence but free from UFM and more easily prepared. Conjugates were made
with fluorescein and certain derivatives of fluorescein, but none proved satisfactory.
At the present time, green fluorescent protein tracers are probably best prepared from
fluorescein isothiocyanate. UFM accounts for nearly half of fluorescence after full
dialysis and two extractions with tissue powder. Extraction with powdered activated
charcoal removes the UFM almost completely, but the staining intensity of the conjugate
is so reduced that thae procedure cannot be recommended. This property of charcoal pro-
vides a means of testing fluorescein conjugations. A sample from a satisfactory conju-
gate should retain substantial fluorescence after such extraction.

1090

Coleman, R.M.; Dutt, G.B. 1960. Conjugation of an anti-Yq..olepis rabbit globulin
with lissandne rhodamine R 200. J. Parasitol. 46 :sect. 9:12.

Antigens were prepared from ! olepis nana var. fraterna. Following a protein
determination the saline antigeic extract '-as mix than equal volume of aluminum
hdroxide gel. It was inoculated into rabbits either subcutaneously or intrsxascularly
ind titered 10 days following the last inoculation. Serum from exsanguinated rabbits
was subjected to ethodin fractionation. The protein content of Inmme globulins was
determined. In preparing the fluorescent dye, 500 mg of rhodamine was ground in a
mortar with one gram of phosphorus pentachloride for five minutes. Fifteen ml of dry
acetone was then added, allowed to stand for 15 minutes, filtered, and brought back
to volume with acetone. The optical density was determined at 610 milllmicrons. The
s tane solution of the sulphonyl chloride of RB 200 was used the same day. Conjugation
and subsequent steps were carried out at 0 to 2 C. An equal volume of carbonate-bicar-
bonate buffer, 0.5 M and pH 9, was added to the globulin solution. A solution of 0.05
to 0.01 ml of dye per mg of protein was conjugated.

1100

Curtain, C.C. 1961. The chromatographic purification of fluorescein antibody. J.
Histochen. Cytochem. 9:1484-486.

Crude fluorescein antibody globulin conjugates may be freed of soluble fluorescein
derivatives and other low-molecular-weight byproducts by filtration through a Sephadex
G-25 column. Nonspecifically staining conjugate my be removed by filtration of the
fluorescein globulin through a column of N, N-diethyaminoethyl cellulose in 0.02 M
phosphate buffer, pH 6.0. The method may be used for either purifying fluorescent
antibody or for isolating the nonspecifically staining components of the crude con-
jugates.
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Dineens J.K.; Ada, G.L. 1957. Rapid extraction with etbyl acetate of free fluorescein
isocraziate globulin conJugtes. Nature 180:1284.

Extraction of fluorescein-conjugated antisera with etkWl acetate at neutrality vs
found to elimimete from the reaction mixture the free fluorescein derivatives, the
acetone, and the dioxane. The extraction procedure is described.

1120

Fothergill, J.E.; Nairn, R.C. 1961. Purification of fluorescent protein conjugates:
Ccuparison of charcoal and Sephadex. Nature 192:1073-1074.

The Sephadex method, although time-consuming and less siple, is as efficient as char-
coal extraction and may be preferred for fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugates of an
weak sera that cannot be handled by sandwich staining.

1130

George, W.H; Walton, K.W. 1961. Purification and concentration of dye protein con-
Jugates by gel filtration. Nature 192:1188-1389.

The method of use of Sephadex G-25 for purifying fluorescein and rhodamine isothlocya-
nates is described. Its use for conjugate concentration is also indicated.

1140

Goldstein, G.; Slizys, I.S.; Chase, M.W. 1960. Nonspecific fluorescence of tissue
treated with fluorescent globulins. Bacteriol. Proc. M166:139.

Normal sheep globulin and sheep antirabbit globulin coupled at various ratios with
fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC. Serum at 2.5 per cent protein concntration was
fractionated with ammium sulfate, 40 per cent saturation at 4 C. couplings were
made with 7 to 50 mg per gram of protein. Certain couplings were made stepwise, with
the coupling product isolated from the low-molecular-weight coupounds by one-step
passage of 2 to 4 hours through a Sephadex G-50 colum and reconcentration to the
desired endpoint by pressure dialysis under nitrogen. Substrates were inprints or
tissue sections of normal guinea pigs for nonspecific fluorescence and of specifically
restimulated and normal rabbits. Fluorescent globulin preparations were applied to
substrates both with and without tissue powder adsorption and other adsorbants to
determine the amount that could be applied without inducing nonspecific fluorescence
and the amount capable of producing specific fluorescence. The mrgin of difference
between the two amounts is often little when one is searching for smell concentrations
of antigen in the section, perhaps twofold to fourfold, and m%7 be lessened by choice
of tissue sections of different thickness.
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1150

Goldstein, G.; Spald'Ai:, B.H.; Hunt, W.B. 1962. Studies on fluorescent antibody
staining: II. Inhibition ty siboptimally conjugated antibody globulins. Pror.. Soc.
Exp. Biol. Med. L11_-,&16.121.

Three rabbit immine g1ouiln prcparations were coupled at 1 or 2 per cent protein
concentration with 8 or 10 mg of crystalline FITC per gram of protein. Each Drepar-
tion was heterogenecus with res;ect to the number of fluorescent gropings. In these

preparations, 35 to 80 per cert ef the conjugated globulins contained I ess than an
optimal number of fluorescent gruiplngs. Maximum brightness of specific staining was
obtained after each prepart.on wa3 fractionated on DEAE-cellulose to separate the
optimally coupled from the under-,oupied and the over-coupled globulins.

1160
Gordon, M.A.; Edwards, M.H.; Tompkins, V.N. 1062. Refinement of fluorescent anti-

body by gel filtration. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Mec. 109:96-99.

Gel filtration through a Sephadex column permits a significantly simpler and more
rapid purification of fluorescent conjugates than either anion exchange or electro-

phoresis. Dialysis was eliminated and unconjugated dye as well as other low-molecular-
weight fracticns were separated with minimum loss of protein or titer. Detailed data
on purification of some antifungal conjugates are presented. Ethodin extraction of
serum antibody preparatory to conjugation and gel filtration further expedites the
process.

1170

Hospelhorn, V.D. 1961. A convenient technique for dialysis. Anal. Biochem. 2:180-l(2,

A simple, rapid method for dialysis suitable for removing amonium ion from solutions
is presented. This may be applicable to some FA reagent preparation procedures.

1180

Hudson, B. 1961. Column adsorption of fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled antibodies.

Bull. WHO 24:291-292.

A chromatographic technique is described for purifying an anti-P. pestis conjugate
on columns composed of a tissue powder and diatomite filter aid: Sln elutions from
such a column were superior to conjugates adsorbed 2 or 3 times by standard techniques,
and the method represented a substantial time saving.

1190

Johnson, G.D. 1961. Simplified procedure for removing nonspecific staining components
from fluorescein-labeled conjugates. Nature 191:70-71.

Nonspecific staining material in conjugates prepared from fluorescein isothiocyanate
can all be removed by serial treatment with liver suspension alone, thus eliminating
the long dialysis procedure.
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1200

Kilnder, J.; Ponten, J.; Roden, L. 1961. Rapid preparation of fluorescent anti-
bodies using gel filtration. Nature 192:182-183.

The use of gel filtration in place of dialysis in the preparation of fluorescent anti-

bodies is described.

1210

Lipp, W. 1961. Use of gel filtration and polyethylene glycol in the preparation of
fluorochrome-labeled proteins. J. Histochem. Cytochem. 9:458-459.

Equipment and steps in the subject procedures are described.

1220

Oystese, B. 1962. Critique of the immnofluoreecence method in histology. Verhandi.
Deut. Ges. Pathol. 46:12o0-124. In German.

The author has investigated some sources of error in fluorescent antibody histocheaistry,
including those concerned with nonspecific staining, handling the specimen, and fix&-
tion. The best specificity of staining was obtained with antisera fractionated on the
DEAE-cellulose column. Cryostat sectioning, while generally very useful, muy cause
dislocations of the substance in question and should be supplemented by freeze-drying
for control. The problem of fixation is particularly intriguing when nonbound proteins
-e to be demonstrated. Investigations on the secretion of albumin and globulin by
the human stomach reveal that the best fixative so far obtained for these substances
is absolute alcohol followed by acetone for 30 minutes each at roon teoperature.

1230

Peters, J.H.; McDevitt, H.O.; Pollard, L.W.; Harter, J.G.; Coons, A.H. 1961.
Purification of fluorescent conjugates by column chrontography. Federation Proc.
20:17.

Rabbit antisera agains- bovine serum albumin were conjugated with fluorescein by the
method of MarshalI et al. After extensive dialysis against 0.005 M phosphate buffer,
pH 8 .1, each ccnJgate was adsorbed to a DEAE-cellulose column and eluted by stepwise
increases in phosphate molarity at pH 6.3. Fraction I was eluted at 0.05 M phosphate,
II at 0.10 M, and III with 1 N NaCl, pH 7.0. Each fraction was concentrated to tUe
original volume with polyvimyl pyrrolidone. Fraction I contained 40 to 60 per cent
of the original antibody nitrogen. Specifi.2 precipitate from it had a molar fluor-
escein to antibody protein ratio of 1.06, determined by adsorption at 490 mu and by
biuret reaction. It gave specific staining and was free of nonspecific stair 'g
of frozen sections of rabbit l~ynh node. Fraction III gave moderate specific and
marked nonspecific staining, and had a molar fluorescein to antibody protein ratio
of 3.92. The original conjugates and their fractions were found to fluoresce with
14 to 21 per cent of the intensity of purified, unconjugated sodium fluorescein.
It should now be possible to prepare conjugates free of nonspecific reactivity, with
known fluorescence intensity and antibody content.

- --
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1240

Porath, J.; Flodin, P. 1959. Gel filtration: A method for desalting and group
separation. Nature 183:1657-1659.

Gel filtration in colums is discussed with particular reference to Sephadex, a
dextran gel. The possibilities of use for purification of fluorescent protein con-
jugates are excellent with this technique.

1250

Tokumaru, T. 1962. Kinetic study on the labeling of serum globulin with fluorescein
isothiocyanate by means of the gel filtration technique. J. Immnol. 89:195-203.

Sephadex gel filtration was used for the quantitive analysis of reactants by rapid
separation. Using simultaneous gel filtzation of samples in a number of sizter columz,
association constants and the number of sites were obtained for the kinetics of the
labeling process of globulins with fluorescein. Reagents for protein precipitation
were used to remove superficially adsorbed dye from fluorescent antibody. The resultz
of the precipitation showed that the gel-filtered material contained smaller amounts
of adsorbed dye than dialyzed material. The patterns of DEAE-cellulose and DEAE-
Sephadex column chromatography were compared for fluorescent antisera. The complex
of papain and fluorescent antibody could be separated from free papain satisfactorily
on a Sephadex G-75 column.

1260

Wagner, M. 1962. Use of Sephadex for rapid purification of fluorescence-labeled
antibody solutions. Zentralbl. Bakteriol. Parasitenk. Abt. I. Orig. 185:1:124-12e.
In German.

Quantitative separation of the unbound fluorescence dye from antibody solutions
labeled with fluorescein is achieved by gel filtration with Sephadex G-50. As com-
pared with the previously used dialysis, the purification is terminated in a few
minutes and therefore can be done at room temperature. Because of the good possibility
of optical control it permits regaining the serum conjugate with only negligible de-
crease of concentration.

1270

Zwaan, J.; van Dam, A.F. 1961. Rapid separation of fluorescent antisera and uncon-
jugated dye. Acta Histochem. 11:306-308.

Sephadex, a cross-linked dextran, was found very useful for rapid removal of free dye
frm fluorescent antisera.

SM-OP1OI
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1. HISTOLOIC TECHNIQUES

1280

Allen, J.C. 1962. Identification of antigens in solution by the fluorescent anti-
body technique. Federation Proc. 21:15.

During studies on microbiological antigens it became desirable to extend the use of
the fluorescent antibody staining technique to the identification of antigens in aque-
ous solution. Antigen solutions are mixed with melted agar at 40 to 50 C, allowed to
gel, and quick-frozen. Sections are made at 32 mu in a cryostat at -15 C. Human
albumin, HSA, human gamn globulin, HGG, and diphtheria toxin, DT, have been studied.
Sections of agar stained by methylene blue and examined under light reveal a mesh of
agar strands. FA staining of these sections reveals antigen localized within the
strands of BSA and DT or present as aggregates on the surface of or between the
strands of HGG. HSA has been detected in concentrations as low as 0.5 milligram per
ml; MOG, at 0.25 milligram per ml; and DT, at 0.1 plus unit per ml. All procedures
usable in FA staining of tissue-localized antigens are applicable to this technique
with the possible exception of counterstaining. Agar presumably holds these antigens
by a meahanical entrapment of antigen molecules within or around agar micelles. The
specifluity and 3ensitivity of the systems are, as in classical FA procedures, func-
tions .&:-be antibody used. The technique is rapid and allows the use of nonprecip-
itating antibodies.

1290

Balfour, B.M. 1961. Imainological studies on a freeze substitution method of prepar-
tn tissue for fluorescent antibody staining. Immunology 4:206-218.

A freeze-substitution, wax-embedding method for preparing tissue for fluorescent
antibody studies is described. Solutions of ovalbumin and gmma globulins were sub-
jected to the whole embedding procedure and their solubility and immunological reac-
tivity were estimated quantitatively. More than 60 per cent of these proteins rer ined
soluble after embedding. The precipitating power of the soluble fraction of a-itbumin
and antibody globulin was found to be reduced by half. The insoluble fraction of anti-
body globulin bound more antigen than would be precipitated at equivalence.

1300

Burkholder, P.M.; Littell, A.H.; Klein, P.G. 1961. Sectioning at room temperature
of unfixed tissues, frozen in a gelatin matrix, for immumohistolcigic procedures. Stain
Technol. 36:89-91.

Frozen sections of unfixed tissues are usually cut for imwnohistological procedures
with a microtome mounted within a crfostat. The cost, tedious maintenance, and use
of such apparatus have been obviated in this laboratory by employing a simpler method
that permits cutting frozen sections as thin as 2.5 microns at room temperature. Un-
fixed tissues are enclosed in a gelatin matrix, stored in a freezer, and sectioned at
room temperature while frozen.
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1310

George, W.H.; Walton, K.W. 1962. Preservation of tis3ue sections in Coons fluores-
cent antibody technique. Nature 194:693.

Any material used to preserve tissue sections for imu ological analysis must fulfill
certain criteria: It must not interfere with the antigen-antibody reaction by denatur-
ation of protein, it must itself be nmareactive in the antigen-antibody system, and
it must be easy to apply. The polyethylene glycol Carbowax, from Carbide and Carbon
Chemical Co., has a molecular weight of 285 to 315 and a freezing range of -15 to S C.
It fulfilled the criteria for use as a preserving medium.

1320

Louis, C.J. 1957. Cutting unfixed frozen sections for fluorescent antibody studies.
Stain Technol. 32:279-282.

A simplified method of section cutting that dispenses with guide attacbments on the
microtome blade and is suitable for serial sections of unfixed frozen tissue of 4
microns is described. Essential features are maintenance of low temperature, -13 C,
critical angle of knife, and moistening slides in cold alcohol or isopentane. This
method has been found suitable for fluorescence antibody studies where maintenance
of low temperatures is necessary.

1330

lrcato, D. 1962. Immunohistochemical aspects of the human palatine tonsil: Pre-
liminary report on the immofluorescence method. Arch. Ital. Otol. Rinol. Laringol.
78:6:895-900. In Italian.

The FA method for demonstrating immohistochemical phenomena in the tonsils by
microfluoroscopy is described.

1340

Rahman, A.N.; Luttrell, C.N. 1962. Albumin embedding method for frozen sectioning
of fresh tissues for histological, fluorescent antibody, and histochemical. studies.
Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp. 110:66-72.

A simple method is described whereby crude egg albumin is utilized for frozen embed-
ding and sectioning of fresh tissues in the cryostat. The greatest advantage of frozen
albumin sectioning lies in the ease with which i-t is possible to obtain quality sections
of varying thicknesses fron different organs. The albumin method can be used for ordi-
nary histology, as well as histochemical, autoradiographic, and fluorescent antibody
studies. Cne technician can freeze, section, mount, and stain an average of 40 to 50
specimens a day. The albumin blocks can be stored for months in a deepfreeze for
future sectioning if needed.
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Sinte-1tr~e. G. '962. A par-aff in embcddrul; teclaniciue, for studiezs cmp1Gynte lrrno-
flurecene.J. Irstochem. Cytochem. 10:250-25.

A method is described for the fixation of, blocks of tissue for use 1n studies employing
immmnofluorescence.: This metho consists of fix in7tnblcsn 95 pcr cent ethanol

and cazTY.ig cut the subsequent de!ydratiocn and clearing at refrigreraticn temperatures
of '4 C. Thereafter, embeddi4-g In paraff in and seetionIne~ by the 3tnndard microjtome
Is easy. Thiz method resalts in prep:.ratlona that :a re hi1. ~ a L'epeieI
the loca-tation of antikn! or antibody than preparat ions of fr ::-n tissues; in addi-

*tioai, wit.rabbit antibody and bovine serumt albumin, the sencitivity of detection. Is
enhanced. Bovine serum mlbumin can be found for loner per icxi after Injection: than

*is possible. with frozen sections. Other antigens for whicl- this procedure has'proved
satisfactory are bovine gain pglobulin, horse ferritin, 'influenza virus A, and diph-
theria and :tetanus toxoids, but hen ovalbumin deteriorated.

1360

Steedman, T.F. 1960. Polyester wax, P. 32-53 and 121. In IIF. Steedmn, ed. Section
cutting Z- crozcopy. Blackwell Szientil'ic Ek.,bications Oxford.

Polyester %max block preparnation of tissves forFA and other hlstoloUj studles is
described. ,ections- may be made at 17 to 22 C.

1370

Tobie, J.E 1958., Certain technical aspects o-f-fluorescence microscopy and the Coons
fluaorescen~ nt~ody techniqu'e. J. Ilistochem. Cytochem. If:271-277.

A fluorescence *microscope using the 1000-watt A-1H6 lamp is described vith special
referenceDT toisapication in the flucrescent antibody technmique and tizzue local-

ization of tetracyclines. The spectral characteristics of. the light s;ource and the
filter comb inations are discussed. In fluorescent antibody studies with fluorescein.
isocyanate a wavelength of 390 to 440s ma. seems satisfactory. A method of quick-freez-
in% fresh tissuez in petroleum ether at approximtely -65 C has been'found satisfac-
tory for preserving t-he cellular architeture of tissues.- The operation of a rotary
microtome in a cryostat at subfreezing temperatures has been improved by special
lubrication, so that sections can be cut at a microtome 'setting of 3 microns. With
thin sectionz, It is possible to observe minute cytological details and localize
fluorescent substances accurately.

Best Available Copy
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J. MICROSCOPY EQUIPNT

1380

Brumberg, Ye.M.; Krylova, T.N. 1953. The use of interference separatory reflectors
in fluorescent microscopy. J. Gen. Biol. 14:6:461-464. In Russian.

The use of an interference separatory reflector for incident lighting in fluorescent
microscopy to increase the efficiency of the exciting light is presented. The theory
is discussed, and a system is described. A light utilization of 90 per cent is claimed
to exceed that of a standard opaque illuminator by 4 or 5 times. The brightness of the
object increases with increase in strength of objective, in contrast to the usually
encountered reverse ratio. Other advantages of this method of illumination in fluores-
cent microscopy claimed are elimination of need for nanfluorescent immersion oil, and
high-powered light sources, less intense exposure of objects to UV light, and the pos-
sibility of use of weaker light filters.

1390

Butslov, M.M.; Korn, M.Ya.; Mautsev, S.N. 1961. A brightness amplifier applied
to light and luminescence microscopy. Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 139:568-570.

An apparatus described as an electron optical transducer, or brightness amplifier, is
presented that is a multistage amplifier for image brightness having a high conversion
factor and resolving power. The imege projected from the microscope is played on the
photocathode of the amplifier placed above the microscope. The bright image then ap-
pears on a fluorescent screen, where it may be photographed. The apparatus was tested
with acridine orange and Immofluorescent systems. In FA preparations of anthrax and
Brucella, exposures without the brightness amplifier for 12 minutes were uiderexposed,
S7 satsfactory photographs were made with the brightness amplifier at exposures of
one-fifth and one-tenth second.

1400

Kunz, C.; Gabler, F.; Herzog, F. 1.61. Contrast fluorescence, a new fluorescence
microscopy method. ikroskopie 16:1:1-7. In German.

Fluorescence equipment is described that permits observations of fluorescence And
simultaneously of positive- or negative-phase contrast, a so-called simultaneous con-
trast fluorescence. Various globulin solutions were labeled with fluorescein isothio-
cyanate, and the advantage of this contrast fluorescence equipment for the fluorescent
antibody technique was demonstrated by fluorescence microscopic examinations of yeast,
virus-infected cells, and histological tLssue sections. The superiority of this equip-
ment over other fluorescent equipment mainly lies in the fact that an exct localization
of antigens in tissue cultures or in histological tissue sections is greatly facilitated.
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1410

Kunz, C.; Klaushofer, H. 1961. Purity control of the production of baker's yeast
employing a fluorescent antiserum. Appl. Microbiol. 9:469-471.

A simple staining procedure for the rapid detection of wild yeasts contaminating bakei
yeast during the course of industrial production is described. Fluorescein-labeled
specific antiserum against Sacchar ces cerevisiae is applied to smears of baker's
yeast, which are then examinedby ultraviolet microscopy. ptimal results are obtaint
with the combined phase contrast and fluorescence that makes the S. cerevisiae appear
green, whereas cells of wild yeasts are visible in bright red couNtersfi. Vith thiu,
method, wild yeasts could be identified in baker's yeast at a dilution of 1:10,000.

1420

Tobie, J.E. 1958. Certain technical aspects of fluorescence microscopy and the Coons
fluorescent antibody technique. J. Histochem. Cytochem. 6:271-277.

A fluorescence microscope using the 1000-watt A-H6 lamp is described with special ref.
erence to its application in the fluorescent antibody technique and tissue localizatic
of tetracyclines. The spectral characteristics of the light source and the filter con
binations are discussed. In fluorescent antibody studies with fluorescein isocyanate
a wavelength of 390 to 440 m= seems satisfactory. A method of quick-freezing fresh
tissues in petroleum ether at approximately -65'C has been found satisfactory for pre.
serving the cellular architecture of tissues. The operation of a rotary microtome in
a cryostat at subfreezing temperatures has been improved by special lubrication, so
that sections can be cut at a microtome setting of 3 microns. With thin sections, it
is possible to observe minute cytological details and localize fluorescent substances
accurately.
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K. QUANTIFICATION

1430

Chadwick, C.S.; Johnson, P. 1961. Depolarization of the fluorescence of proteins
labeled with various fluorescent dyes. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 53:482-489.

The behavior of a series of fluorescent dyestuffs conjugated to protein molecules has
been examined. Assuming the relaxation time fo bovine serum albumin, the excited
lifetimes of the dyestuffs vary from 0.25 x 10 " to 9 x 10"' second. Depolarization
measurements have been reported for conjugates with proteins whose molecular weights
vary from 15,000 to 650,000. A pyrene derivative with a particularly long excited
lifetime such as the greater time cited above shows anomalous behavior when conjugated
with bovine serum albumin under mild conditions, and the need for caution in inter-
preting depolarization measurements is stressed.

144o

Chase, M.W.; Slizys, I.S.; Dukes, C.D. 1959. Studies of fluorescent antibody in a
particular form of imnologic sandwich. Bacteriol. Proc. N104:89.

To visualize the sites of retention of chemical groupings of allergenic chemicals in
animl tissues, in vitro studies have been made on picryl groupings attached to
erythrocyte stromata, picryl-specific rabbit antibody, and fluorescent antirabbit-glob-
ulin sheep antibody. Labeled antisera were tested by double diffusion precipitation
to detect antibody activity loss and for ability to comlete the immunologic sandwich.
Coupling globulins in the cold at pH 10.5 for short periods with 3 to 6 mg of fluores-
cein derivatives per gram of protein, and precipitating the product by pH and salt
variations, was found superior to the conditions usually employed to yield minimal
antibody loss and mxin-l fluorescence. The relative efficiency of coupled antibody
preparations was tested by using standard amounts of picrylated guinea pig stromata
coated with rabbit antipicryl antibody, reading the washed reaction products macro-
scopically for brightness under a tubulary UV emitter, and confirming by fluorescence
microscopy. Specific inhibition of the first antibody coupling was demonstrated with
picryl glycine and of the second antibody coupling with normal rabbit globulin. Re-
lationships were demnstrable between the amounts of the two antibodies required to
complete the sandwich.

1450

Dandliker, W.B.; Feigen, G.A. 1961. Quantification of the antigen antibody reaction
by the polarization of fluorescence. Biochem. Biophys. Res. Camm. 5:299-304.

We have concluded that it is possible to determine by measurements of fluorescence
polarization two important parameters, the equilibrium constant and the combining
capacity characterizing the antigen-antibody reaction. The combining capacity is
proportional to the number of antibody sites in a preparation and the equilibrium
constant, together perhaps with certain kinetic quantities, constitutes a quantita-
tive measure of avidity. Further results will show to what extent the presence of the
fluorescent label interferes in the reaction, but, in any'case, it appears that the
effect is relatively small.
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1460

Dandliker, W. B.; Feigen, G.A. 1961. Detection of the antigen-antibody reaction by
fluorescence polarization. Federation Proc. 20:11.

The use of fluorescence polarization in connection with the antigen-antibody or anti-
body-haptene reaction follows implicitly from the work of Weber and of Steiner. This
polarization is of special interest in reactions of univalent or nonprecipitating anti-
body, but it can also be used to quantify the reaction between precipitating antibody
and the antigen or haptene. Rabbits were imunized to ovalbumin coupled to fluorescein
and the gamma globulin fraction was prepared. Measurements of polarization and inten-
sity, taken after adding normal globulin to the fluorescein with or without ovalbumin,
were in all cases nearly the same as when buffered saline was added. Easily measured
increases in polarization and decreases in intensity resulted when immune globulin was
used. Low antibody concentrations were usually necessary in the region of equivalence
to postpone the development of turbidity. Quantitative treatments based upon either
polarization or intensity data gave concordant results. Scratchard plots showed pro-
nounced curvature, possibly indicating a wide spectrum of association constants and
or interaction between binding sites. Our results demonstrate directly the specific
coination of antibody and antigen in solution without precipitate formation and also
the union between antibody and haptene.

1470

Haber, E.; Bennett, J.C. 1962. Polarization of fluorescence as a measure of antigen-
antibody interaction. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 48:1935-1942.

Polarization of fluorescence is a sensitive and direct method for studying antigen-
antibody interactions. Examples are given of titraticns of the B chain of insulin,
coupled to PAH and fluorescein against antipara-amino-hippurate, and fluoresceinated
ribonuclease and bovine serum albumin against their antibodies. The utility of the
method in measuring interaction between univalent antibody fragent and antigen is
likewise demonstrated. Rotational relaxation times for antigen-antibody complexes in
various proportions are determined.

148o

Lange, K.; McPherson, S.; Wenk, E.J. 1959. The intravenous injection of fluores-
cein-labeled antibody as a means to localize and quantitate antigen location. AMA J.
Dis. Child. 98:615.

The ganm globulin fraction of duck serum against rabbit kidney labeled with fluores-
cein isothiocyanate was injected intravenously into rabbits and its localization was
observed after intervals from one hour to several months. Animals killed after one
hour showed an intense crisp fluorescence of the basement -o-trane of all glomeruli
but no staining of any other part of the kidney or any other organ except the spleen,
where it appeared irregularly in droplet form in the red pulp and in the lymph nodes.
The labeled fraction of unmodified duck serum does not localize in the kidney but in
the spleen. There is no nonspecific background staining with this method. The labeled
gain globulin is nontoxic and produces disease as well as nonconjugated duck serum
against rabbit kidney. This method gives a more nearly quantitative impression of
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antibody localization than the original Coons method. Since fluorescein-conjugated
antibody to whole rabbit kidney localized exclusively in the basement Membrane, the
basement membrane is the main antigenic factor in nephrotcxic sera. Under normal
conditions the endothelium of the gloe.rulus is freely permeable to proteins the size
of gamm globulin.

1490

Lange, K.; McPherson, S.; Wenk, E.J. 1959. The intravenous injection of fluores-
cein-labeled antibody as a means to localize and quantitate antigen location. Feder-
ation Proc. 18:1920:487.

The gam globulin fraction of duck serum against rabbit kidney labeled with fluores-
cein isothiocyanate was injected intravenously into rabbits and its localization
observed after intervals from one hour to several months. Animals sacrificed after
one hour showed an intense fluorescence of the basement membrane of all g1meruli
but no staining of any other part of the kidney or other organ except for the spleen,
where the substance appeared irregularly in droplet form in the red pulp. Gamma glob-
ulin fraction of unmodified duck serum does not localize in the kidney, but it can be
found in the spleen. There is no nonspecific background staini with this method.
The labeled garm globulin appears to be nontoxic, to give a more quantitative impres-
sion of the antibody location.

1500

Miquel, J.; Horvath, B.; Klatz, I. 1960. A chromatographic technique for the
quantitative study of the precipitin reaction. J. Imunol. 84:545-550.

A chrcmtogaphic technique for quantitative estimation of precipitin reactions is
presented. The min advantages of the technique are the smll amount of serum required,
0.01 ml, the high sensitivity, 1 gem of nitrogen, and the simplicity of procedure.
The ratio of antigen to antibody in the precipitate can be determined by fluorescent
antibody. The abbreviated version of the technique can be used for qualitative pre-
cipitin reactions or for testing the reactivity of fluorescent antibodies. The min-
imal concentration of precipitated nitrogen required for quantitative determinations
is 100 gamms for one ml of antiserum.

! m 9 '! nnm N m
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L. PROPERTIES: FLUOROCHRCMS, CCJU TES

1510

Alper, T. 1946. Fluorescence fatigue. Nature 158:451.

The phenomenon of fluorescent fading or fatigue under light excitation has been neglect-
ed in the biological literature, and at the same time the intensity of fluorescence is
suggested as a criterion in certain identification procedures. Results with a number
of fluorescent dyes including fluorescein are discussed and were generally parallel,
displaying a constant logarithmic rate of intensity decay over a time period. An equi-
librium state reported by some workers was not observed. Results of intensity measure-
ments should be considered in the light of these findings and of previous exposure
history of the sample.

1520

Curtain, C.C. 1958. Electrophoresis of fluorescent antibody. Nature 182:1305-1306.

The problem of nonspecific staining by fluorescein-conjugated sera was studied from
an electrophoretic standpoint. Human ganmw-2 globulin was absorbed with acetone-dried
rat liver powder. Comparative electrophoresis demonstrated a reduction o-P the area of
the leading peak. In gau-2 globulin against ovalbumin the diminution was accompanied
by a 25 per cent loss of antibody activity. Nonspecific fluorescence was nearly elim-
inated. Starch block and powdered cellulose electrophoretic separation techniques
were disappointing; however, fractionation by electrophoretic convection was possible.
Human serum albumin and a myelom globulin increased in mobility but only slightly in
heterogeneity on conjugation with fluorescein isocyanate.

1530

Pringsheim, P. 1949. Fluorescence and phosphorescence. Interscience Publications,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York. 794 p.

Basic reference information is presented on the physical and chemical nature of the
fluorescent phenomenon. Data on absorption and emission for many dyes and other chem-
icals are available. General techniques and types of equipment are presented.

1540

Schiller, A.A.; Schayer, R.W.; Hess, E.L. 1953. Fluorescein-conjugated bovine
albumin: Physical and biological properties. J. Gen. Physiol. 36:489-505.

Conjugates of fluorescein and bovine albumin have been prepared and found not to differ
appreciably in size, shape, and homogeneity from the precursor, bovine serum albumin.
Fluorescein has also been conjugated to rat plasm proteins. Their disappearance rates
from the circulation of rats correspond with those obtained from the use of isotope
labeling. Fluorescein conjugates have been used to visualize the transcapillary pas-
sage of circulating proteins in the mesenteric circulation of frogs and rats by direct
microscopic observation and found to diffuse slowly in the manner predicted for plasma
proteins. The process of labeling does not render guinea pig albumin antigenic,
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although slight antigenicity results from labeling whole-plasmu protein. It is
believed that sufficient biological evidence is presented to support the conclusion
that fluorescein-conjugated plasma proteins, particularly albumin, behave in vivo
like their native precursors.
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M. SERULGIC TECHIQUES

1550

Alexander, W.R.M. 1958. The application of the fluorescent antibody technique to
hemagglutinating systems. Imnunology 1:217-223.

The Coons technique has been modified for the detection of antibodies on erythrocytes
agglutinated by fluorescein-conjugated antisera. The results of experiments with
several hemagglutinating systems suggested that specific fluorescence was found only
on erythrocytes that had been agglutinated by species-specific antibodies. The sig-
nificance of these findings is discussed.

156o

Allen, J.C. 1962. Identification of antigens in solution by the fluorescent antibody
technique. Federation Proc. 21:15.

During studies on microbiological antigens it became desirable to extend the use of
the fluorescent antibody staining technique to the identification of antigens in aque-
ous solution. Antigen solutions are mixed with melted agar at 40 to 50 C, allowed to
gel, and quick-frozen. Sections are made at 32 mu in a cryostat at -15 C. Human
albumin, HSA, human gamma globulin, HGG, and diphtheria toxin, DT, have been studied.
Sections of agar stained by methylene blue and examined under light reveal a mesh of
agar strands. FA staining of these sections reveals antigen localized within the
strands of HSA and DT or present as aggregates on the surface of or between the strands
of HG. HSA has been detected in concentrations as low as 0.5 milligram per ml; HGG,
at 0.25 milligram per ml; and DT, at 0.1 plus unit per ml. All procedures usable in
FA staining of tissue-localized antigens are applicable to this technique with the
possible exception of counterstaining. Agar presumably holds these antigens by a
mechanical entrapment of antigen molecules within or around agar micelles. The spec-
ificity and sensitivity of the systems are., as in classical FA procedures, functions
of the antibody used. The technique is rapid and allows the use of nonprecipitating
antibodies.

1570

Chase, M.W.; Slizys, I.S.; Dukes, C.D. 1959. Studies of fluorescent antibody in
a particular form of iimenologic sandwich. Bacteriol. Proc. N3.04:89.

To visualize the sites of retention of chemical groupings of allergenic chemicals in
animal tissues, in vitro studies have been mde on picryl groupings attached to
erythrocyte stromata, picryl-specific rabbit antibody, and fluorescent antirabbit-
globulin sheep antibody. Labeled antisera were tested by double diffusion precipi-
tation to detect antibody activity loss and for ability to complete the immunologic
sandwich. Coupling globulins in the cold at pH 10.5 for short periods with 3 to 6
mg of fluorescein derivatives per gram of prote!n, and precipitating the product by
pH and salt variationt was found superior to the conditions usually employed to yield
minimal antibody loss and maximal fluorescence. The relative efficiency of coupled
antibody preparations was tested by using standard amounts of picrylated guinea pig
stromata coated with rabbit antipicryl antibody, reading the washed reaction products
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Macroscopically for brightness under a tubulary UV emitter, and confirming by fluorez-
cence microscopy. Specific inhibition of the first antibody coupling was demonstrated
with picryl glycine and of the second antibody coupling with normal rabbit globulin.
Relationships were demonstrable between the amounts of the two antibodies requLed to
complete the sandwich.

1580

Coleman, R.M.; Dutt, G.B. 1960. Conjugation of an anti-Hymenolepis rabbit globulin
with lissamine rhodamine RB 200. J. Praitol. 46:sect. 2:1.=

Antigens were prepared from THjmolepis nana var. fraterna. Following a protein deter-
mination the saline antigenic extract was'-xed with an-equal volume of tluminum
hydroxide gel. It waz inoculated into rabbits either subcutaneously or intrmscularly
and titered 10 days following the last inoculation. Serum from mxsanguinated rabbits
was subjected to ethodin fractionation. The protein content of ismune globulins was
determined. In preparing the fluorescent dye, 500 mg of rhodamine was ground in a
mortar with one gram of phosphorus pentachloride for five minutes. Fifteen ml of dry
acetone was then added, allowed to stand for 15 minutes, tiltered, and brought back
to volume with acetone. The optical density was determined at 610 mJllmcrons. The
acetone solution of the sulphonyl chloride of RD 200 was used the same day. Conjugation
and subsequent steps were carried out at 0 to 2 C. An equal volume of carbonate-bicar-
bonate buffer, 0.5 M and pH 9, was added to the globulin solution. A solution of 0.05
to 0.01 ml of dye per mg of protein was conjugated.

1590

deLong, R. 1961. Use of agar diffusion and fluorescent antibody. Nature 190:1126.

The agar diffusion technique is very useful and has mde a significant contribution in
the analysis of antigenic materials. However, the difficulty encountered when trying
to observe some of the precipitation zones is known to anyone who has used this method.
Successful photography of the zones can be e'necially difficult. By using the fluores-
cent antibody in the agar diffusion procedure, the precipitation zones when viewed or
photographed in the near-ultraviolet range appear mch clearer than with ncnfluorescent
antibody. Photographs are presented for comparison.

i6oo

Klein, P.G.; Burkholder, P.M. 1959. The demonstration of fixed colement with
labeled anti-complement. Schweiz. Z. Alig. Pathol. Bakteriol. 22:6:729-731. In German.

The specific nature of the CF test was demonstrated with alexinized sheep cells and
with labeled anti-guinea pig globulin. Using marked anti-guinea pig coplement and
suitable controls on the Masugi kidney, it was shown that the antigen-antibody cocplexes
did absorb complement.



Klein, P.(7.; Burkhclder, P.M. DI.50. The demonstration of complement-fixation by
fluorescence microscopy. Ger. Med. Mon. 5:37-40.

A method is described for demonstrating fixed complement by the fluorescent antibody
technique. The basis of the method is the production of specific antibodies against
fixed complement and their serological demonstration. These antibodies or anti-comple-
ment, are directed against two serologically distinct components of fixed complement.
When labeled with fluorescein they produce specific staining cf complement fixed on
sensitized red cells. When unfixed sections of a Msugi kidney from a rat are treated
with guinea pig serum they fix complement from it. This can then be made visible by
specific staining with labeled antibody. Complement fixation takes place in the
glomerulus. By means of labeled antirat complement it can also be shown that the
glomeruli of the Masugi kidney are coated with endogenous complement from the animal
itself. Kidney sections from control animals fix neither their own camplement nor that
from other species.

1620

Klein, P.G.; Burkholder, P.M. 1960. Studies on the antigenic properties of complement
I. Demonstration of agglutinating antibodies against guinea pig complement fixed on
sensitized sheep erythrocytes. J. Exp. Med. 111:93-106.

Evidence is presented to show that guinea pig complement fixed on sensitized sheep red
cells acts as a specific agglutinogen. Agglutinating antibodies that react with cell-
fixed complement can be produced by immunizing rabbits with a complex of stromata,
amboceptor and complement or with guinea pig *erum globulin. These agglutininz can be
removed by precipitation with guinea pig serum. They are, therefore, distinct from
immoconglutinins.

163o

Lachman, P.J.; Mueller-Eberhard, H.J.; Kunkel, H.G.; Paronetto, F. 1962. The
localization of in vivo bound complement in tissue sections. J. Exp. Med. 115:63-82.

A technique has been described for demonstrating a human complement component by an
immunofluorescent method. The component detected is beta 1-C-globulin, a moiety of
the third complement component in pure form, to which a specific antiserum has been
prepared. The binding of beta 1-C-globulin as shown by inmnofluorescence is strictly
equivalent to complement fixation as assessed by standard serological methods. In
vivo complement binding occurs in the lesions of several human diseases, but not else-
where in the same tissues. In vivo complement binding was found particularly in
systemic lupus erythematosus, various nephritides, and amyloidosLs, as well as in
single cases of some other diseases. The spectrum of in vivo complement binding has
been compared with that of gam- globulin binding, 7S and 19S types, and with the
demonstration of in vitro complement fixation and rheumatoid factor fixation. It was
distinct from each of these. Rheumatoid factor fixation, detected by anti-19S anti-
serum, showed promise as a method for the detection of antigen-antibody complexes and
aggregated gamma globulin in tissue sections.
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Mikhailov, I.F.; Dashkevich, 1.0. 1961. Detection of fixed complement by the fluores-
cent antibody technique. J. Microbiol. Epidemiol. Imnobiol. 32:1284-1289.

CopmlT!nt fixation demonstration by fluorescent antibody is specific for bacterial
ar.tigens. Modifications indicated can be used for research as well as for investiga-
tions in practice.

1650

Miquel, J.; Horvath, B.; Klatz, I. 1960. A chromatographic technique for the
quantitative study of the precipitin rcaction. J. Immunol. 84:545-550.

A chromatographic technique for quantitative estimation of precipitin reactions is
presented. The main advantages of the technique are the small amount of serum required,
C.01 ml, the high sensitivity, 1 gamm of nitrogen, and the simplicity of procedure.
The ratio of antigen to antibody in the precipitate can be determined with fluorescent
antibody. The abbreviated versicn of the technique can be used for qualitative pre-
cipitin reactions or for testing the reactivity of fluorescent antibodies. The minimal
concentration of precipitated nitrogen required for quantitative determinations is 100
gaem for each ml of antiserum.

1660
Mueller, F.; Giese, G.; Ricken, 4). 1961. Investigations on the specificity of stain-
ing bound complement with fluorescent-labeled anticunplement. Z. Hyg. Infektionskrankh.
147:5:434-446. In German.

Anticomplement was prepared by immunizing rabbits with complexes of c plement, antigrn
and antibody. Egg albumin and Proteus 0X-1_9 were the antigens used. The fixation
reaction was specific. In virus-tissue culturi systems showing CPE, there was non-
specific deposition of complement-independent components of guinea pig serum on nuclear
and plasm constituents of tissue cells. The reasons for this were discussed, along
with techniques for the elimination of these nonspecific reactions.

1670

Rice, C.E. 1962. The effect of unheated normal bovine serum on the complement-fixing
activity of heat-inactivated bovine antiserum with homologous antigen: II. Aggregq-
tive properties. Can. J. Comp. Med. Vet. Sci. 26:107-115.

To determine whether the greater fixation of complement observed in modified cczp ement-
fixation tests is related to an increased aggregation of the antigen-antibody compler-s,
parallel tests by the two methods have been made with two different particulate bac-
terial antigens and corresponding bovine antisera. After fixation, the mixtures were
centrifuged and washed. Smears of each sediment were examined by immnofluorescence
using fluorescein-labeled rabbit anti-guinea pig complement. A greater degree of
aggregation of the antigen-antibody complexes -as observed in sediments from tests
with modified complement. Aggregates from mixtures showing increased fixation of
complement appeared more brightly fluorescent. The reaction was specific.
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168o

Sacchi, R.; Ceatanzi, G.; W.ncini, A.M. 1962. Active complement in guinea pig sen
conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate. Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. Sperim. 38:19:928.
932. In Italian.

The role of complement and subfractions of complement vas demonstrated with FA.

1690

Taschini, P.; Rappaport, B.Z. 1960. Use of optical denbity of fluorescent conjugate
for analysis of co-precipitating antibody. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 105:73-76.

The optical density of fluorescein isothiocyanate permits determination of the quantit
of protein derived from a conjugated precipitin serum when this is added to an unconjt
gated precipitin serum. This permits one "o distinguish in a specific precipitate the
antibodies of the two sera. This finding could have practical application in co-preci
itating techniques.



II. REFEMCES TO PROCEIWJS WI SPECIFIC APPLICATTONS

A. 'ACTERIA

1. Actinomycetales

1700
Ehrlich, R.; Ehrmantraut, H.C. 1955. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 20.

2. Bacillaceae

1710
Blagoveshehenski, V.A.; Kulbers. A.; Bulatova, T.I.; Korn, M. 1962.
See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 130.

1720
Cherry, W.B.; Freeman, E.M. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 150.

1730
Dowdle, W.R.; Hansen, P.A. '1961. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 170.

1740
Ehrlich, R.; Ehr~mntraut, H.C. 1955. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 180.

1750
Kuzmin, N.A. 1962. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 230.

1760
Poetschke, G.; Uehleke, H.; Killisch, L. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. 1, No. 260.

1770
Riggs, J.L.; Seiwald, R.J.; Burckhalter, J.H.; Downs, C.M.; Metcalf, T.G.
1958. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 280.

3. Bedsonia (Miyagaanella)

1780
Buckley, S.M.; Whitney, E.; Rapp, F. 1955. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 290.

1790
Donaldson, P.; Davis, D.E.; Watkins, J.R.; Sulkin, S.E. 1958. See HP 3,
Vol. I, No. 300.

180o
Donaldson, P.; Davis, D.E.; Watkins, J.R.; Sulkin, S.E. 1958. See . 3,
Vol. I, No. 310.

1810
StarT, T.J.; Pollard, M.; Tanami, Y. 1960. See MP J, Vol. I, No. 350.
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1820
Starr, T.J.; Pollard, M.; Tanami, Y.; .4oore, R.W. 1960. See MP 3, Vol. I,
No. 360.

14. Brucellaceme

1830
Chadwick, P.; Slade, J.H.R. 1960. See HP 3, Vol. I, No. 460.

1840
Eldering, G.; Eveland, W.C.; Kendrick, P.L. '1961. See NP 3, Vol. I,
No. 520.

1850
Eldering, G.; Eveland, W.C.; Kendrick, P.L. 1962. See NP 3, Vol. I,
No. 530.

1860
Jaeger, R.F.; Spertzel, R.O.; Kuehne, R.W. 1961. See NP 3, Vol. I,
No. 580.

1870
Janney, G.C.; Berman, D.T. 1962. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 590.

1880
Kaufmn, L.; Cherry, W.B. 1960. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 600.

1890
Marshall, J.D.; Hansen, P.A.; Eveland, W.C. 1961. See MP 3, Vol. I,
No. 660.

1900
McElree, H.; Downs, C.M. 1961. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 670.

1910
Merriott, J.; Shoemaker, A.; Downs, C.M. 1961. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 710.

1920
Moody, M.D.; Biegeleisen, J.Z., Jr.; Taylor, G.C. 1961. See MP 3, Vol. I,
No. 730.

1930
Riggs, J.L.; Loh, P.C.; Eveland, W.C. 1960. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 790.

1940
Riggs, J.L.; Seiwald, R.J.; Burckhalter, J.H.; Downs, C.M.; Metcalf, T.G.
1958. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 800.

1950
Sinitskiy, A.A.; Diakov, S.I.; Mikhailov, I.F.; Nikitin, V.M.; Osipova, I.V.
1960. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 820.
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i960
Tabakov, P.K.; Chibrikova, E.V.; Shurkina, I.I.; Velner, E.I. 1962.
See HP 3, Vol. I, No. 80.

1970
Winter, C.C.; Moody, M.D. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 950.

1980
Winter, C.C.; Moody, M.D. 1959. See HP 3, Vol. I, No. 960.

1990
Wolochow, H. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 970.

2000
Yager, R.H.; Spertzel, R.0.; Jaeger, R.F.; Tigertt, W.D. 1960. See MP 3,
Vol. I, No. 980.

5. Corynebacteriaceme

2010
Dacres, W.G.; Groth, A.H., Jr. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. i, No. 990.

2020
Marshall, J.D.; Eveland, W.C.; Smith, C.W. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1010.

2030
Smith, C.W.; Marshall, J.D.; Eveland, W.C. 1960. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1050.

6. Enterobacteriaceae

2040
Dashkevich, 1.0.; Diakov, S.I. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1160.

2050
Dashkevich, 1.0.; Diakov, S.I.; Ermakov, N.V.; Ivanova, M.T.;
Maiboroda, G.M. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1170.

2060
Dashkevich, 1.0.; Mikhailov, I.F. 1957. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 1190.

2070
Ehrlich, R.; Ehrmantraut, H.C. 1955. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1220.

2080
Gold mn, M.; Carver, R.K. 1n61. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1260.

2090
M.rrack, J. 1934. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 14o0.

2100
Martineau, B. 1962. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1410.
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Petuely, F.; Lindncr, G. i5' . Ze t 3, Vol. 1, No. 152C.

2120
Poetschke, G.; Uehleke, if.; Killisch, L. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 154o

2130
Riggs, J.L.; Loh, P.C.; Eveland, W.C. 1960. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1560.

2140
Riggs, J.L.; Seiwald, R.J.; Burckhalter, J.H.; Downs, C.M.; Metcalf, T.G.

1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1570.

2150
Silverstein, A.M.; Eveland, W.C.; Marshall, J.D. 1957. See MP 3, Vol. I,
No. 1620.

2160

Tanaka, N.; Yaaguchi, H.; Nishimura, T.; Yoshiyukil, T. 1960. See MP 3,
Vol. I, No. 1670.

2170
Thomason, B.M.; Cherry, W.B.; Davis, B.R.; Pomales-Lebron, A. 1961.
See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1700.

7. Lactobacillaceae

2180
Fox, E.N. 1962. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 1890.

2190
Moody, M.D.; Ellis, E.C.; Updlke, E.L. 1958. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2070.

2200
Pittman, B.; Moody, M.D. 1960. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 2120.

2210

Redys, J.J.; Ross, M.R.; Borman, E.K. 1960. See mp 3, Vol. I, No. 2140.

22-3-0
Sercarz, E.; Coons, A.H. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2180.

8. Micrococcaceae

2230
Cohen, J.O.; Cowart, G.S.; Cherry, W.B. 1961. See NP 3, Vol. I, No. 2300.

2240
deRepentigny, J.; Sonea, S. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2330.
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2250
Barile, M.F.; Malizia, W.F.; Riggs, D.b. 1962. Se- NP 3, Vol. I, No. 2350.

2260
Carski, T.R.; Shepard, C.C. 1961. See MP 3, Vol. 1, .'o. 2370.

2270
Clyde, W.A. 1961. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2410.

2280
Clyde, W.A. Denny, F.W. 1962. See HP 3, Vol. I, No. 2420.

2290
Eaton, M.D.; Farnham, A.E.; Levinthal, J.D.; Scala, A.R. 1962. See MP 3,
Vol. I, No. 2O470.

10. Neisseriaceae

2300
Deacon, W.E. 1961. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2570.

2310
Harris, A.; Deacon, W.E.; Smith, C.A. 1957. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2610.

11. Pseudcmonada1es

2320
deRepentigxy, J.; Sones, S. 1959. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2670.

12. Spirillaceae

2330
Hsrrack, J. 1934. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2760.

2340
Tabakov, P.K.; Chlbrikova, E.V.; Shurkina, I.I.; Velner, E.I. 1962.
See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2790.

13. Spirochaetales

2350
Deacon, W.E.; Frean, E.M. 1960. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 2900.

2360
Deacon, W.E.; Freemn, E.M.; Harris, A. 1960. See HP 3, Vol. I, No. 2910.

2370
Harris, A.; Deacon, Iv.E.; Smith, C.A. 1957. See MP 3, Vol. I, No. 3000.
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14. Other Bacteria
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B. VTRES

1. Adenovirus
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269o
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